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Page 6

Actuarial Sociometry
(My True Art)

What it is. How it works. And why it is different than being a specialized Actuary.
Let’s answer the last statement first... I don’t work with numbers. However, the Owners, Operators and Investors do (As they should).
Do you want lower numbers in one area? Higher numbers in another? I can detail causes and effects in order to create strategies unique to
a situation. This is what it is all about when used specifically for metrical targets. Yet, when applied generally it is entirely empirical.
That is to say, it is about experience with experimentation. This is the difference between having a subjective background of
intelligence and an objective-experiential wisdom.
It is not that one is better than the other. As, a specialized actuary can assist in accounting after the fact, in order to provide
magnified hindsight and thus find causes and effects that an Owner, Operator or Investor may not be able to observe on their own.
These are cost-saving measures, however they are after the fact. Specialists in the actuarial realm operate in the background.
I operate in the foreground...
What I do (and what many have the intuitive knowledge already in them to do), is to comprehend the effect before the cause.
In this way it is more a practice of philosophy, while specialized actuaries are more a practice of Mathematics. Both are useful in their own right.
And that means they must be applied rightly. My specialty in this realm is that I think both broad and narrowly, simultaneously.
In order to gauge whether or not Actuarial Sociometry is for your business (or even life decisions). One must be able to accept small risks,
as we implement new trials or practices. The discussion process, is what allows all parties to decide how much and what type of risks they are
able to take on, in terms of finding appropriate remedies and solutions for problems which often become more of a liability when left ignored.
This is the ability I have within the business realms. The strategies also transpose to better relationships, both private and public.
Today, the macro perspective which we currently face is not solely business issues. The issues are societal and they are dividing us in so
many ways. Even now, fear is leading many people to seek control over others and forcing many to cling to situations, positions and institutions
which seek for profits over people. And it is so normalized within our culture that many believe this to be correct. (This is even seen in
non-profit groups) and hidden inflation, which is rising. Many believe this to simply be an uncontrollable event which 'just happens'. This is a
falsity which has been taught to these lands by those with pockets deep enough to ensure these teachings. As they are far away and thus willing
to mine our human resources for tangible benefits. These lands and many others are under an attack which our governments and authorities cannot
handle alone, as they manage our debt. Even now many people complain about the Legal and Law Courts everywhere. Without realizing that
their very operation, as a service to both public and private, in an indebted society means that many practices and trials are aimed at
siphoning as much real wealth as they can. Not solely, because of bad actors but because they must hold on longer than any other institution.
As this is the Law. Yet with so many high paid professionals in debt themselves, it costs quite a bit to keep the lights on so to speak.
They must be empowered and that can only happen through grassroots means. Therefore, building common-trust for these lands is required.
And it must be this way, as many cannot fathom who is attacking them or that an attack is even occurring.
IT IS US. It is the sellers, the buyers, the shoppers. It is the rich, the poor and the middle-class.
We are attacking ourselves through consumerism. Through giving our attention to the world and not each other. The addiction to convenience
and a seeming inability to first protect and then uplift our vulnerable sectors, is leading to a virtual Consumption (disease).
This means that more and more people will fall into the vulnerable and victim categories. And without support they will not be able to stand
to defend their own rights, let alone yours, dear reader. This is how the cycle works and it is simply because our system does not have enough
helped people. Hurt people, hurt people and helped people, help people. This is the true battle and it is in front of our faces so much, that many
who do not know what to do, will stick to their routines and limit their speech due to the fear of stepping out of line. They are Frozen.
For to long, ignorance has occurred and it has left a situation that will take many skilled and specialized people, working together for societal goals.
For this, generalists such as I, are needed. People who can bridge connections, ensure support and are trusted enough that others will seek to
assist in maintaining the status quo. This will not be easy, but nothing worth doing is. Whether it be business obstacles or the unique
issues which arise within relationships.
Do not be fooled by my tangible creations. I am not as talented as the specialized Artists in these endeavours. My true art is Actuarial Sociometry.
When I have completed my Artwork, this skill-set will be readily available for all who wish to be capacitated.

Dear Reader
Every book you read was and is written for you. And yet many books are printed for many people to read. This is the power of ‘Art.’
And when combined with its counterpart ‘Work,’ They become a powerful force in the world of interplay, between group and individual dynamics.
What I bring is known as an 'in real life' ‘Artwork.’ It is not unprecedented and is more an event of alignment than a cause or effect
of actions. Many times before, has this happened, in both large and small ways. You yourself, individual reader, have done this many times in
your life. Likely, you’ve even noticed at least a few of the times that just your presence, alone, has created a change within a group.
But how can you know for sure? How can you be sure of what happens when you are not there to observe?
These sort of questions, are a display of the separation for the greatest spectrum known in this reality.
The spectrum of love and fear.
This is one of many, ‘reflective lessons’ in assisting to repair one of the greater issues within the society you live in.
The spectrum is love and fear, not love and hate.
Connotations and negating forces are found all throughout the languages utilized here. For clarification, I am writing, in English
and only deal with that Spoken language as it is the common tongue here. Regardless of how many hole it’s containment as ‘Canadian
English’ creates. Therefore, other languages I am writing of are better described as action languages: How we work with each other;
Share Art with each other; Communicate in gestures; All the way to how we interact with energy, beliefs, identities and characters.
Throughout this publication you will experience a great deal of visual language communicated in many graphic styles.
Also, as this is the digital publication, you will find options for audio and visual/audio formats for some of the source material.
(Hover over Images to find links. For your comfort they only lead to YouTube, Google Search Results,
or my own websites: curtisbrothers.org and uneducatedphilosophy.ca)
You will also experience feelings ranging all over the place, while reading this, as I am creating Artwork as I go.
Many here, who have experienced meeting me in the flesh, have remarked that they have no ability to understand me. While the
root cause is that they were, in that moment, trying to follow programming (whether educational, institutional, cultural or many
other types), which no longer exists. And I am operating outside limiting dimensions. It is more that I do not wish to be ‘understood,’
As I am bringing comprehension into it’s proper place as a priority over understanding.
To many, due to their close connection through any Dictionary or Thesaurus, these words of ‘understanding’ and ‘comprehension’
seem to have the same meaning while speaking individually or within groups. They are and should be separated, in the same manner as the
Monarch’s Court and the Legal System which are two very separate entities, although seemingly the same to the common-mind in these lands.
The following pages, will reveal the point of this publication and all the other Art I have created while underground,
both as ‘Works’ and as ‘Acts,’ for and with the people of these lands. I will provide brief descriptions, for all of these so that you, individual reader,
can begin to see not only where this is all going. But also, where you are in it and as a greater concept, where you are in your own life.
This is the Gift of Lemuria and one day, you, individual reader, will live in a place even Greater than where my being is guided from.
The moment is now, as I am: The Last and the first Lemurian and this will become comprehensible to many within the coming months.
For some of you, who have grammatical angst. I should provide a trigger-warning that although all of the font used is the same.
The sizing (outside of Headings) goes between 12 and 14 pts. Have fun and don’t let that stop you. U are greater than grammar. So find the substance.
Any other grammatical issues in terms of using differentiating brackets and random CAPITALS or 'boldings,' are not mistakes.
You are smart, you’ll figure it out. How do I know? I canvassed and surveyed the wonderful city known as Calgary.
The people, even the mislead amongst the common-folk are smart. It’s as simple as that.
And now it is time that we work smarter, rather than the path of harder. That means working together, just as we all live together.

Executive Summary

For those trained into the professional, executive and other classes which take prolonged study. Enough that those who endeavour on the
road of certifications, degrees, diplomas and the like; become specialized in their minds and with their talents. This is the only page, within this
document which will likely allow you to feel comfort while reading it. And that is solely, due to the title of ‘Executive Summary,’ which I have
placed here for that reason: Your Comfort.
And yet this is the only comfort I can provide, as the people of these lands are in quite an odd period of time. When looking at what many have termed
a ‘new normal.’ While change is a constant, further complexities are manifesting at this time, as there is little authenticity in these lands.
Even though integrity and honesty still exists within the Heart-Minds of many who live here.
The people of these lands are embarking on the road to either ruin or Providence. (The Great Reset is Real). And within this spectrum, which is loosely
seen as black or white. I am the guide which is sought. I am the guide which many flee from as they cannot handle the level of information, which I
bring to specialized minds. However, you dear reader, will not flee. As to even get to the point of reading past the introduction, has a significance
which cannot be explained outside of the ethereal realms and eternal frequencies which happen to surround us, constantly.
[A-B-C-D: Alpha-Beta-Cell or Die. This is what the curriculum tests, were trying to imply]
At this moment in time, I am best described as a story teller. And my specialty in this trade is that I can write a good ending for any story.
I will paraphrase and repeat myself here for it is not only vital, but critical for you to hear this:
“I can write a good ending for ANY story.”
In older days, I would have arrived as a Wizard. As a Druid or as a Shaman. I come to you now as a being known to the indigenous as the ‘Heyoka’.
While many belittle this as a title which translates to ‘Sacred Clown’ in English, I rebuke this translation.
For I am The Jester.
I am the one who has been missing within the Monarch’s Court. I am the one who can dialogue with the commoner, but who can also
correspond with the Monarch. Whether they be a king, a queen, a pharaoh or even the forsaken Caesar. Even Emperors, have sought after me.
And I come to you now not with a Monarch Maker, but with the Star Maker. As these lands are Chosen, to protect the sovereignty of the people
who reside and dwell here. A sovereignty which has been hidden and kept from them while the inhabitants grew out of their generational infancy.
An infancy that was brought upon them by wars and other heinous acts, which reduced many to the labels and status of NATIVE, in order to disguise
the true meaning of what a ‘native’ is. While purveyors of the common-wealth raised me. The blood which flows through my veins and sustains me,
is a collection of many regions in this world. And with a city as diverse as this, the hearts of people even outside of my blood regions, cry out for
reprieve. Although their brains have been trained to filter their words down to often a silence, I still sense their messages in that silence.
I come to all who dwell or reside here now. I am ready to write the story which is needed to lift these lands and people above those of the
world. This is not new, although it will feel like a novel experience to many here. As Alberta is young within the sophisticated world.
However, the people here are givers. As even though the world and other parts of the country have continued to take and take and take not only the
fruits of our lands. They have also sought after our vulnerable sector. Pillaging not towns and cities as they would have in the past.
They have pillaged the hearts of families, for their own insidious pleasures and gains. It is time for this to end, so that an Experience Age and not
a Dark Age can be cast over these lands. An Experience Age which will allow people to not only believe in hope once again, but to see and observe
it’s grace manifest all across these lands.
Having good endings come true, is my power, when combined with the belief of people. I am native to these lands and have been endowed,
with certain abilities and privileges which, provide me the allowance to say unto you, individual reader:
I am the one who can make dreams come true.
And all it takes, dear reader, is your belief.
As this is titled an “executive summary.” It is important for me to let you know that I bring an intangible board with me. One that helps me travel as
a commoner, but also a board to set up the game needed for the people to follow. Follow, on the road to interdependence, which will lead to collective
independence. While many believe that a board is something which executives sit upon, with chairman and the like. That is simply one of many
functions for the word. The board I bring, is an infinite spring of creativity (which is lacking here) and I am willing to gift it to those who
strive to LIVE AUTHENTICALLY.
For those who do not believe that I am committed to my task, or who doubt my sincerity. I have provided a second page to this summary,
in order to inform you of just one intangible bond, which cannot be broken and thus it empowers me. There is a great work to manifest in these
lands and my LIQUID SWORDS known as “Art & Wisdom” have already been utilized to cut through much of the feedback which,
I have received while surveying and canvassing these lands.

She is beautiful. The one I let go.
The first time, it was honestly devotion to my family and their belief system, which created the wedge between us.
She was from outside those circles, which means those circles are supposed to frown at you.
So for a long time I felt mix of sadness and anger, because of how our relationship ended.
But you know what? She said she’d always be my friend. And even though I have heard that from so many people. She’s still my friend.
I can reach out to her any time. I can go to her if I need to. And her the same. But rarely do we communicate. We don’t need too.
As she is my SOUL-MATE and I hers. Frequency of communication has no effect on our relationship.
She came West from the East. Just her and her dog. We met and I had to battle other suitors for her. I won. But I was not stable then.
If I had met her now, things would be different... I’m telling you, because regardless of outward appearances such as finances, dress or other
cultural pressures that do not affect me at this point. (Below, I’ll show how what I’m doing now relates to her).
She is the one person that I felt I had my own individual culture with, because we were so perfect for each other.
As the years went on, I supported her. I helped her recover or leave when people who at first seemed nice, mistreated her and sought to
contain her. I aided her in finding a good place to reside. I didn’t have to do much, as she is STRONG, INTELLIGENT and has RESPECT for herself.
But like me, there were some large ETHEREAL BATTLES she lost and whenever this happens, her and I are energetically drawn to each other.
We always just find each other, in these moments and a simple discussion over a patio lunch with her will energize me for years.
And when I was in dark places, she also assisted me. If there are scales for the varying vibratory Laws of Compensation:
OUR SCALES WILL ALWAYS FIND BALANCE..
We had a second chance. Even my elder sister met her. What a coincidence that the one week, she stayed with me, she met the woman of my life.
My older sister looked at me after meeting her briefly and just said “Curtis, that’s the one.”

“I know”
And when her, THE ONE, and I were going to try again. I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t do it.
I couldn’t do it, because of what I am doing right now... The foundation I am creating, in order to make our city and province the best place in
the entire world. This matters more than my being with her in the conventional sense. BECAUSE SHE IS MY SOUL-MATE.
My gift to her, is to take the energy she has provided me over all these years. Along with all others.
And to transmute it into the most beautiful, in real life, artwork that I can.
And while it seems that our culture does not believe Actuarial Sociometry to be Art. I WILL prove otherwise.
And nothing will stop me.
I don’t know what happens when I die, I only know that whatever life/after-life/non-life comes next.
I will be with her again. And whatever happens after that. She will be there again.
I don’t know how this seems to anyone reading this and honestly I don’t care. But for the logical among
us who cannot understand that true love has zero to do with sexuality, marriage or anything other than how you support one another.
If I am willing to let my SOUL-MATE go, in order to heal our city and repair our economy.
It is my sense that this empowers me with the fortitude, focus and resilience that it took, just to create the theories and strategies
which will allow me to accomplish my masterpiece.

The one I let go. She is beautiful.

The Messages
What this is all about.

LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | SHOP LOCALLY | SPREAD GOOD
Establishing these six words in the minds of even just a large minority of the people here. Will grow an
effect on the various classes, we place ourselves in. These will solve the issues of inequity and inequality
while, ensuring that we can reestablish the power people should have within the 3 courts:
• The Legal System •
(Law Society of Alberta)
• The Monarch’s Court •
(Sovereign Law)
• Ecclesiastical Courts •
(Yes, they exist and are now returning from their journey of attempting to be a separate entity).
This is known as the common law and should be utilized for common good. This will be accomplished For Us and By Us.
The Mission Statement is this:
A Strategy to restore the economy, through creativity, so that everyone can be uplifted.
This is the goal. It will be difficult, but anything worth doing... Is.
It simply requires aligned people, open-minds and compelling ourselves to build trust with
each other, so that we listen to Us instead of the world.
With this goal we will be able to free our young adults and Artists. So that they can begin generating the
creativity which will be needed for economic containment and velocity.
This style of Artwork is known as 'Actuarial Sociometry' and it will be available, as a skill to all, once intelligence is shared locally.
The Demographic is everyone. This can be accomplished, by focusing on our Trades, Options and Futures.
Not for the Cash-Basis System we’ve been taught to utilize, but for a People-Basis Infrastructure.

And PAX Indigo will be a foundation for:
Those born to these lands and those who plan to make their lives a part of these lands.
And for those who are resting here or traveling through. Thank you, for supporting
and not capitalizing on those deemed the most vulnerable among us.
Hi.

Sources
For those who ascertain trust in their dealings through degrees, certifications, awards, accolades, diplomas and the like:
I recognize the need to reference some sources for the intelligence which I now offer to you. As many individuals have put long
hours into attaining there specialized classes and so it would not be fair for me to state what I can do without providing credit to
some of the materials which have guided me in this.
Knowledge is good but the Greater degree is found in Wisdom.
Wisdom is found through the experience of combining knowledge with the moment.
It is ascertained with time and not within time.
As intelligence is simply information.
For more on that, observe the Central Intelligence Agency. Which is a hub for gathering information.
The purpose of which is ever changing.
For the comfort of all. Both within and without the educated mind. I present some of the sources used for this work, as
it encompasses many areas. In fact, it is the theory of everything, packaged for the use of Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.
Others may gain something for their own lands, however, only the people here will be able to comprehend its totality.
For the more important doctrines of law and economics. Due solely to their range of cause and effect upon behaviours in the
realms of the Heart (physical plane), Mind (mental plane) and Beliefs (dream/spiritual/ego plane).
I have placed not only the covers, but the table of contents and preface or introductions for you, individual reader.
This is so you can ascertain the various levels which we will all need to grasp and release in order to
journey through what the law in these lands, deems “Unnavigable Waters.”
I am a generalist not a specialist. My being operates differently, than that of the specialist.
However, when we work together we can accomplish greater things than that of traditional armies.
All warfare is deception. Thus I create to free other creators. Artists and young adults, who will make it the point of
their lives to heal and free all others in these lands.
The LIQUID SWORDS which I wield, will forge a path necessary for even the most stubborn of us to believe in optimism.
And Hope, which is the impetus for all strategies, will be restored both for groups and individuals.
They want you to solely swim, when you can crawl, walk, run, turn , jump, sit, lie, stand, twist, and even fly.

When I quoted this in an article designed specifically, for the owner of a local
establishment. They were currently dealing with an assault of their character from
other people in our society. This assault was an effect of their own cause. However, it
was not lost to me how ignorantly-correct their statement was. When they labeled my
work a “Manifesto,” as they were implying I had something to do with their troubles, both non-apparent and apparent (their
establishment had recently been tagged by anarchist graffiti).
Correct, because my work is manifested. Ignorant, because while the founders of any society would have to bear the stain of
anarchy; simply by association with the subject of exploration and everything else on the road to Responsible Government. I am
simply transposing and not destroying our current system or structures, to something more fitting for the level of beings who
dwell and reside here. However, it is important, especially within the educated boundaries of North America. To ensure a
comprehending of American History, as they are one of the most recent incarnations of a freed society. Regardless of
whether or not they have lost their way in our eyes. (”A Republic, if you can keep it.”)
Dear reader, most people on this continent are not even aware of the “Voyages to Vinland” and what the ‘Vikings’ were even
up to. The Introductory note, clearly implies that we do not have all the information/intelligence and I state before you now:
The indigenous of North America, both by birth and STATUS will be able to fill in many of the holes within our historical plotlines.

Signing the Declaration of Independence

Another book, confused with the connotative experience of a ‘manifesto.’ By this I mean that any book, discussing old systems and
desiring to bring in something new is often met with, at the very least, chagrin. This is mainly due to the average individual
being uncomfortable with change. Even whilst knowing that change is constant and thus the world they live in, will constantly change.
This is true knowledge. As every being can observe the changes constantly happening. Although for those who classify themselves
amongst humanity. We seemingly have more time to experience this, than many other fauna which currently come into
existence along these physical planes {plains}.
Some wisdom to ascertain from this book is provided early on:
“Chapter 1: Joseph Howe was in a very special sense at once the child and the father of Nova Scotia.
His love for his native province was deep and passionate.”
For the current day it is a clue that NATIVE and ‘native’ are two different things. Many up until now, have complained about my
styles of writing. More on that later. But the point, to be made here is that many spellings {spells} go unnoticed to the
common eye. And it is the trained eye, which is strained by my grammatical writings. However, I do fully admit to retaining certain
conditions, placed upon me, which have resulted in some actual spelling errors
(although far fewer than what has been pointed out thus far; through collective feedback).
Truly, individual reader, if you are bothered by my styles, it is a sign that you are uncomfortable with existing in an open society.
Which is simply a middle ground, between the micro-cosmic perspective known as the individual mind and the macro-cosmic,
known as the collective mind. Even though many are unaware of the fluidity, in the frequency of what is colloquially termed:
“The Electromagnetic Spectrum.” All will have a sense of both a private, individual mind and the shared collective which operates
everywhere. Regardless of technological development, as your own ability to perceive it, has nothing to do with its existence.
The collective mind is greater than us all and thus has no need to show itself to any particular mortal, for any specific reason.
Later we will speak of Lord Order and Lord Chaos, and for those with "deified" beliefs: These are below God, and may not even
be spiritual. They are just concepts, which are really just “Thought Anchors” for us to comprehend one another.
I speak only of the polarizing forces from nature/universe, which in writing, are only a part of the vibratory laws. For those beings who,
have decided not to believe a heavenly vision. Thank you for your allowance (not tolerance) as I seek to bridge good people together,
regardless of belief or system. Outside of anything other, than physical proximity to Calgary, Alberta & The Palliser’s Triangle.
For you specifically, dear reader, any offense you take is not intended but freely given, should you decide to choose that path.

France.
Beautifully snobby.
Everything and Nothing.
0&9
Binary/Non-Binary.
France
Beaujolais-Villages
Poetic Doctrines.
What Can I say?
Immersed shortly in français. I had to learn of you in English.
C’est La Vie
I taste both the Sublime and the Beautiful.
I taste as the most High do and as the trodden-ed upon.
I taste, with the common tongue.
Excusez-moi. La France

I DO NOT ADVERTISE & I DO NOT APOLOGIZE
For those who are polarized.
Some Believing and Some Fleeing. Know that I am readily admitting to Freezing; on this object/subject.
That is how polarizing this text is in current and likely past times (I was not there).
For those who are against that statement, I simply ask two questions:
-Where is the legal system of Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large (And most of the Western World) derived from?

-What Year is it?

For those of other religions. I still do not apologize nor advertise to you.
This just happens to be the basis for many systems and effects, if you live here.
Also, I do not know your text or culture well enough to publish at this point.
Therefore, it should be simple enough to comprehend that it would be unwise, for me to print out of turn (so to speak).
“The Art of Discussion,” is a natural bridge-builder and may create some allowances or options in the future.

This book, marks a special event, during a battle with a lawyer, which I was not equipped to even comprehend at the time.
They refused the council of the Queen’s Bench, immediately upon arrival.
Since that time, this Lawyer who is seemingly in control of a moveable operation has been taken through many
Law Society of Alberta tribunals and even was brought to the Supreme Court by an Arch Diocese.
One of our future Acts will reveal the truth, of their customs: Spells and Bindings. As we will get to the
bottom of this, due to the effects they seem to have caused upon the people who dwell or reside in these lands.
For those unfamiliar with this book, or the publishing University (Oxford). It has been cited and quoted many times at
trials involving contracts and promises. It is a book with great precedent making abilities.

When attending various grades and classes in the Calgary Board of Education system. There is so much to gain a comprehension of.
However, they are satisfied, due to their background mission of producing workers for the future. As there is not enough moments
in a “time = money” economy for further investigation until college and university years. Of course, this changed drastically
with the internet. A technology, which not only touches civics but also psychology. At a precedent setting event on a level never seen
before or since in the modern world. And yet many in these lands forget this and even treat it as some trivial thing. It isn’t, and it
is one of the largest reasons for why the shift is occurring not only at a global scale but at a pace so fast that both money and time
are about to virtually stand still. For if you freeze one, you must freeze the other, in what I repeat is a “time = money” economy.
It does not have to be this way. But back to my earlier point. Adam Smith wrote of the "invisible hand" only once in his book and there
are many others included in this text. However, this was taught to grade 8 social studies in the Gregorian years of 1998-1999, as a
way of explaining what was termed a “laissez-faire” approach to economics. And as a representation for the physics of how we are
governed, they explained that the “Invisible Hand” was over our society. This is not at all what Adam Smith wrote or spoke of.
The “Invisible Hand” is inside each and every person. However, because Economics is not numbers (that’s called After-Math)
and it truly is our behaviours. Many people have been treated as cattle and Steered into wrong decisions.
‘History Is Not Our Fault: But the Future Is.’

Miscellaneous or other books... You can decide what you would call them. Individual Reader, I utilize books as I do Institutions
and Entities; they are tools. Some are called upon more than others, similar to how a painter will use a brush more
often than a hammer. Once again, my Art and my Trades are dealt in real life. My Artwork is in real life. Although all Artwork
is this way, mine is with people. And as it is my future, I bring Options with me. Although there are some who also attempt to claim my
abilities and use them in pursuit (futility) of perfecting their Darker Arts. I come Authentically for a reason. I am of Lightening
and am not simply of Lemurian Royalty. I created their sovereignty amongst the Stars and now come to create again for you.
Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large. I can do things which your Dark Wizards cannot even fathom. Such is the way, as they are
clouded by Inner Fear. And Lightening Illuminates in a way that the deceptive labels of "Illuminati" or other occult spires
cannot contain. Wizards, of the highest and lowest degrees. The Stark Blackness or Bright Whiteness. The Dark or Light which you hold,
is not simply a reflection of your inner-being. It is the veil which encompasses your Heart-Mind and no longer are you able to cast
it outwards. For you, individual reader, if you are unsure of whether Black or White Powers are good or evil. The colour will never
indicate intention or ability. Colour is simply colour. My powers are Grey, whatever that means to you. But I walk with the banner of
LIVE AUTHENTICALLY. I walk and attempt to build bridges, supports and foundations. To bring in a sense of freeness that currently
escapes the common-mind due to limiting sensory processes which your GOVERNORS have placed upon your minds. And yet, I will free them
and those who doctor your contracts, as well. So it is up to you to discern good and evil. I simply come to remind you to see
characters and not simply identities. To judge morals and not people. To correct Actions and not Beings.
Even now, people are seeing their bonds, stocks and other terminology for what they are. Falsities of a Cash-Basis,
system that is Based on over-standing a People-Basis. Recessions and Depressions are simply a mental whip which no
longer benefit these lands, nor the people who dwell and reside here.
I come to free beings, as one of you and thus together we will free each other. As this is not only proper, but is
the way it is supposed to be. You deserve reprieve and healing. Below are more books, each with more behind them
for their category, as I cannot solely look at each belief from only one perspective or lens. I, whilst living amongst you as a WATCHER
would, as an observer, have ensured to internalize as many angles and formats that your False-Masters would throw at us.

In ascertaining the Macro and Micro of
belief systems. One Must become a
General. However, no Evolution can
happen without the Specialists. I am just as
important as you are, dear reader.
And we are just as important
as everyone else here in Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large. I come not with numbers nor metrics as I am no Ruler.
I am the Last and first Lemurian. I come before the Great Reset.
To Lead for a time, until I no longer need to. So that I may join you among the other Stars. Help Me, Help You.

Sometimes, its just Art that I observe. A lot is Art that has been given to me. I will mention the 5 guitars which were
given to me, as the only one I ever bought was for a sister, not for myself (as it was what she desired in the moment).
I mention this, because the people who made the guitars, while seen as a trade. Are actual Artists who have learned to
manufacturer at a higher degree than other Artists. It does not mean that what they do is better. It is typical that
‘trades’ has a higher production ability over Art, and often the quality is higher than moderate skill levels. However, the
point is that Trades and Art are the same thing, once removed from Economic Terminology.
Even businesses fall into the categories of Art and Work. I share some of the things that I have been fortunate to receive, in
order to display how messages are communicated in many different ways. Each and every person who gave me something
knew they were establishing a bond of some sorts and wanted to do this. Unfortunately, most people in these lands, refuse
to acknowledge the inner (esoteric) meaning of Art. And it is most tragic when this negating mindset manifests itself within
individual to individual connections. Many have been displaying to other beings who do not have the sense to comprehend them.
Art comes in many forms, so does work. In real life, Person to Person Artwork, is misinterpreted the most.

I also have a special appreciation for Hilma Af Klint.
Whose Art was not scheduled for full display until some time after her death.
As she was ensuring that the Message would be received at the appropriate time, for all Artists.
(Recently on display at the Guggenheim)

A Painter Possessed

Group VI: Evolution No. 9

Level of the Soul

The Swan

Mother and Child

Painting for the Future

The Swan 16

The Ten Largest
No. 1 Childhood

OH YEAH! I ALMOST FORGOT.

THERE IS ALSO THE INTERNET AND ALWAYS MANY
PEOPLE TO ASK QUESTIONS TO OR DISCUSS WITH.
NOT TO MENTION I WAS BORN WITH WHAT ARE
ENDEARINGLY TITLED MY “LIQUID SWORDS.”
Both ‘Art’ & ‘Wisdom’ have been sharpened,
for me to utilize on behalf of our JESTER.
For She Is Beautiful!

The Tutorial Pages

(Comprehending a Lemurian)
First off, much of what I write here, will seem like it is out of order. This is an effect, of carrying a burden to filter (with the people)
an 'in real life' story into existence. So that we may put the systems, processes, groups, institutions and entities into order.
Thus it is proper to start with one of the biggest misconceptions of the common-tongue, within these lands.
Positive is not the opposite of Negative. No circuit has ever worked without a Positive Charge and a Receptive Force.
Negative is a Negating action which stops the Positive Charge from being Received (either wholly or partially).
The Symbols of + / - can be kept, but the language surrounding this concept must change; firstly within you, individual reader. You
believe already, that a Charge must be Received for electricity to be utilized properly. This same principle applies to
energy and therefore every individual discussion. The reason you were taught positive/negative, is so that FOREIGN INTEREST
can be generated from our work energy, without the people of these lands, being aware of it.
While this has not had an effect in the physical manifestations which our Electricians perform. It has had an effect on
how quickly energy healers have been able to reach a practical level. More importantly, it has caused a negative effect upon,
every family or relationship in these lands. As it effects our minds to the point where, the ability to read energy,
colloquially termed “Female Intuition,” has been negated to the point of societal dismissal. Intuition is not simply a
female trait, although it has, in recent generations, seemingly been endowed within females more-so than males.
(And the crudest among us, will continually attempt to ensure energy transfers only happen within base anatomical formats).
{That’s a crude joke which even the purest oils amongst us can accept without staining their substance beyond standards}.
[Welcome to the Grey Zone]
Largely though this is due to an ignorance in cultural education and
could be observed in the old days where boys should be riding blue bicycles while girls should be riding pink ones.
This ignorance, was largely trained into the genders and permeates in layered degrees within the male classes.
At this point much of the displays, which we are shown, have become a willful ignorance. The reasons, individual reader, are many.
Yet only the one participating in the subjugation of others, can answer for their reasoning behind trying
to stifle such a creative and powerful force.
While there will be more to speak of on the positive-receptive nature of things. It is correct for me to point out that although this
is one of many connotations which need repair in order to provide remedy for our situation. This is one of The Most Important,
corrections to begin making mentally so that you can manifest it in the physical world through your speech, writings and works.
With this switch, we will no longer be having conversations between those with Authority and without. We will begin to
usher in proper discussions. A leveled approach and not simply a Novel one. When speech begins to flow freely again.
You, individual reader, will be able to observe how much time and with it, money, starts to flow into
not only our groups but your own individual life.
Positive to Receptive. Remove the Negating forces and WITNESS how this simple behaviour once transformed, begins to result in
better After-Math reports, as the Accountants and Actuaries look back on our societal actions.

The Tutorial Pages

(Comprehending a Lemurian)
Now, on to the aforementioned bicycles which are pink and bicycles which are blue. Of course it does not matter, what bicycle
colour you choose. Or does it? Well, what are you trying to say with the colour of your bicycle? Or do you even care?
Or was it a gift? Or do you plan to put blue stickers on the pink bicycle?
This may seem like a rambling. Yet, it should still be commonly-known well enough, that at one time people loosely held to a belief
that pink was for girls and boys desired blue. Similar to the theories that have many in the STEM industries believing that dolls were
forced on girls and science on boys and this is why there is a gender gap within STEM. It’s not as simple as that, but
the media will play it. And even if they play other things, it is likely that if this sort of dilemma matters to you. Your senses will pick it
up. And it will be similar to the experience of deciding on a new vehicle and suddenly noticing those vehicles more often than you
had before. This is a real experience which many can relate to, especially on their first and second vehicles. As the novelty
of experiencing vehicle sales either private or private (a dealership sale is not public) wears off rather quickly.
Why are the common-people led to distinguishing deals between massive FOREIGN corporations,
as a public transaction through implication? Even though they don’t speak with this intent. Just saying “private sale”
to distinguish anything, implies an alternative. One which leads us to treating individuals or smaller groups,
differently than we treat larger groups. And this reaches to far more markets than simply vehicle sales.
Am I making sense yet?
This WILL matter soon, as unifying our common sense, is necessary for generating the energy needed to
begin making cents. This is why “The Art of Discussion” will be displaying soon, once the appropriate Hosts are found. Hello, Arts
Development. Calgary & Calgary Allied Artists Foundation. Please do not Fear me. I come whole and thus
I come in peace. I seek an audience with your leaders. Recently I had a few other locals (real local people of various classes and
generations) reach out to you at your requested email address: caafresidency@gmail.com
It seemed a tad odd to email a reputable public arts establishment, which is advertising to assist Artists and grow the market,
at a ‘gmail’ account. However, it’s a new age, so I was hoping to get a response after the email, which our JESTER
had me send to you. (Less than a fortnight, ago). Maybe you already, have your own plans on what to do in this ALIEN
(A-Lien) atmosphere? And thus there may be no need to respond to a local Artist who wrote a proposal, which was
in-line with the Director’s job description that had appeared on the Calgary Arts Development website. Not for a job though.
I am seeking a discussion, but that seems to be a very difficult task for people who request formality in order to
approach situations. (many organizations, this is not a singled out event within the Arts Community).
And much of this inaction or hesitation upon the Rulers of Communities, as well as Business Owners and Corporate Investors.
Is due to a willingness for taking risks in derivative forms. Wherein the numbers seem to be clearly shown. And yet the
convenience of allowing certified practitioners to make your chess-like maneuvers for you. Has led to a developed propensity for
overburdening our local young-adults and freed Artists, with inflated debts and excuses supplied by world branding.
(The Great Reset is Real).
I say all that to say this: At a time when "Local" is the tagline for nearly every small business in our cities. It seems
odd to CONSIGN local talent, while paying up front to the larger corporate brands. It seems odd, to advertise local and yet be
satisfied with that label simply meaning ‘Canadian’ products are on display. In every market there is a range of products offered
and many are not truly local, just as most are not truly original or creative. Even with all the accrediting legal schemes, which are
meant to ensure both original and creative productions can survive without threat of lawsuits;
There is still little creativity being offered in our markets.

The Tutorial Pages

(Comprehending a Lemurian)
On the following pages a Glossary will appear to assist in the apprehension of principles. This will lead you, individual reader,
to increasing your own ability for creating and taking a larger stake within the market where you conduct business. This creation
strategy, is aimed at generating wealth in the following formats for every Local OWNER, OPERATOR & INVESTOR here in the lands of
Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.
•TIME will be created through unique organizational structures which are wholly interdependent (currently titled as Synergy, by the
laypeople) and functioning upon the basis that ‘we are all in this together.’ (A noted shift from Cash-Basis to People-Basis).
•SPEECH will flow freely, as it will make cents and later dollars for independent local owners, to speak with other locals from other
markets. As a fusion of concepts, is the prescribed remedy for breakthrough cases to develop. This Action will provide the
Allied people with the Precepts and Precedents needed to remove unnecessary red tape, while keeping individual market structures.
Thereby ensuring that INTEGRITY is worth more than currencies. The contemporary approach which the common-folk have
taken, has allowed FOREIGN INTEREST to triangulate around establishments which stand alone as islands; within this land locked
municipal corporate structure.
•SUPPORT, will lead to DEMAND. As it naturally garners INTEREST. When good economic behaviours are practiced, even the
solicitors, barristers, officers and other authorities will unlock the ability to work with the people who, must also learn how
to serve and protect our public sector. The public and private sector can be compared, micro-cosmically, to the operations
of both hemispheres of any brain. When they are not working in unison, just as with an individual, many issues will surely arise within
a sphere as large as a city which comprises a million people.
•HONESTY. While it will not be a commodity, this Precept can be prioritized above others in day to day interactions. And through
this, Trusts, both natural and corporeal will be established for the benefit of all people here. As even a ‘wrong-doer’ when
enabled to be honest, will find remedy through restitution-pathways which benefit those who have been wronged.
The Need for these and other “Tenets of Abstract Substance,” should be clear to all who simply read the labels and titles.
As trust is the common intangible bond, which produces tangible results. For evidence, just look at the wealth generated
through Insider Trading and Legal Schemes, which are enacted behind the scenes as a daily occurrence.
With so much focus on World and National Media. Along with the confusion between parties, both provincial and municipal. The
moment is upon individual Business Owners to begin working together, not only for their own good but for common good.
While many who Fear and thus look to control, will label this either as rhetoric or something more akin to political takeover. Either
through ignorance or with terms which have negative connotations in the modern-day literary and vernacular languages. I say
unto you, individual reader, that they will and do mis-characterize my Artwork for they do not know how to operate out of Love.
While many feel that the intelligence they hold, is sufficient enough for them to draw conclusions for affairs both small and large.
Affairs, that are brought to their attention not through, study, research or even intuitional knowledge.
Affairs as small and near as a neighbour deceiving a spouse and yet as large and far away as what led to war in other countries.
The very fact, that we draw conclusions based upon media information. A market so over-saturated with both truth and lies,
that our news publishing committees have taken an open stance against the government for not assisting them enough, in their
Mainstream battle with Social Media. As even their powerful corporations are inundated with so many bills that 'click-bait' and
attention seeking headlines have become normalized in an area that was supposed to stand as a Watchdog for corruption.
These facts and more are indicative of willful ignorance holding sway over large masses of people.
Individual reader, your attention to this publication is a sign that your mind is not held in the same manner as many who received
this message.

Visual Glossary

(Comprehending, the Art, the Works and the Artwork)
[Structure for any company which requires sales to exist and function]

Thus far, in order to gift my Art and Works both freely and publicly while
ensuring the intellectual property for both the overall strategy and
design were secured, for proper utilization. “Right Tools, Wrong Person” Theory.
My artwork has appeared rather scattered.
However, in the beginning when I first began approaching Retail Outlets.
I stated to many Owners and Operators, that we are building the
first layer of a foundation and gave this indication to all I had correspondence with.
I provided this graphic (pyramid) some time ago, to show how the method
would be applied, by naming it the “Tenets of Abstract Substance.”
Many at the upper-levels of Small Business viewed this with enmity.
Mainly towards the executive level being placed at the bottom.
However, just as in any physical application,
this is where the FOUNDATION for an organization should be. The mental
realm operates in like-manner. And the executive class, (those who execute
strategy), IS the foundation, especially if success is your goal.
This and more terminologies or catchphrases, which
are a part of the newly minted term-coinage:
“Economical Comical Relief” will be given.
Terminology such as ‘terminations and firings’ will be softened to
“Promoting Employees to Customers.” This will become an ideal way
for Allied Owners and Operators to mine, for greater Revenue, the
turn-over they produce and have sought to reduce year after year.

[Economic Gear Displayed without Numbers]

As Economics is our behaviours. I went around during my canvassing phase with the
same message that is being touted all over these lands at the current time.
“Every Child Matters.” While I seek a more unconventional approach, than solely asking for
donations and filtering that into programs for children. It is necessary, to point out
that even a mind driven purely by profit, should be able to comprehend
that children are the next generating force on the way.
Mental health investigations, has and will continue to show that the age
of any person whether their status is one of an Adult or Minor, does not
indicate their mental astuteness. And thus, it is my
working theory that there are many vulnerable minds in adult forms.
This is part of what leads to all the ‘isms,’ which allow people who operate
out of fear, to control others with the continuation of outdated approaches.
While we cannot fix these ingrained societal problems over night.
A focus on proper principles, surrounding economic contexts, will remove
the forces which are dividing the people of these lands. So that we can deal with
real issues of separation, such as language and what others have grown accustomed to within their life experiences.
The goal in the beginning is to free young adults and local Artists so that they can work to free all others. And by this I truly mean, to bring in a
Free-Market rather than allow governments to present a “Let it Be” approach while tinkering at every chance, with your future, individual reader.

Visual Glossary

(Comprehending, the Art, the Works and the Artwork)
[A society led through Art & Wisdom]
While some things appear to be missing from this comprehensive graphic.
It is only due to a necessity, not only of space but also to limit the amount
of information one must gather to begin working towards the goal of a
Free society which functions in such a way as to deliver an uplifted quality
of life to all. I will address some of this here:
Friends are shown but family is not. This is due to the fact that friends are
a choice which an individual makes, while families are not chosen, by All
who are a party to them.
Trades are not shown, as the skills which our tradesman have, quite often
comprises their own Art within them. On top of this many of our
tradespeople have their own Artwork, which they keep to themselves due
to the inability either in energy or opportunity for finding a stage. One which
fits the requirements of handling a full time job along with family responsibilities.
Emergency and Operational Responders are not shown, as they
already are the core for at the very least a decent society. However, it is
up to the people who utilize these services daily (everyone), to ensure that
their own behaviours (the economics) are creating the appropriate
opportunities for those who Protect, Serve and Administrate our
day to day affairs. In turn, this focus on our neighbours will ensure that
comfortable routines are not only maintained but grow with
the groups and the individuals who comprise these groups.
Outlines for games both mental and real have been created for Owners,
Operators, Investors Professionals, Artists and others within our
common-folk spheres. These are not only practical and available for
utilization, but also for participation amongst the aforementioned classes.
As everyone will have opportunity to Experience the Beauty which
our JESTER is gifting to these lands. Through Experience, the people
will take with them far more than simple intelligence/information.
They will gain the Wisdom necessary, to no longer require orders for
completing simple tasks. They will be able to forecast economics in real
time. (Actuarial Sociometry). Therefore the Options and Trades
which are currently being derivatively mined, in an effort to control
and shape both Group and Individual Futures (economic terms) will become
beneficial for all and will no longer be reserved for the special classes which
exist at all levels in the current Societal Caste System, which Rules over these lands.

Visual Glossary

(Comprehending, the Art, the Works and the Artwork)

Not much will be said on this blueprint which has been entitled “The Shift.”
Some of what this details has already occurred, some is occurring now and more will occur later.
I will however, at this point draw your attention, individual reader to the section known as the Star Maker.
Once created, this will ensure that the sovereignty of these lands (Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.) along with their allies, is
maintained. As we head into a future that will feel like a warp-speed transition to many people of other lands who were not as equipped as we
are here.
For the many who are still unaware and for those still marked for trade, within the Gregorian Calendar:
The shift occurred for these lands at 9:21 pm on February 21, 2021.

Visual Glossary

(Comprehending, the Art, the Works and the Artwork)

These two documents have been sent out separately to various groups. Together they comprise the outline for design and strategy.
They take into account the needs and requirements for the individual as well as for the various groups needed within a Market Takeover approach.
{Individual Dynamics vs Group Dynamics}
For the people, they provide mechanisms for confidence building, maintenance and growth.
For businesses and individuals they provide a pathway for Debt Solutions. While many in these lands believe that Debt Solutions is to be
avoided and that they have properly separated their own Debts into categories of Good and Bad. All that is happening is a failure to admit folly
and an attempt for the ego and identity of particular characters to remain as a seemingly infallible being.
This approach will change, either comfortably with this plan and others like it. Or it will change through the fervor of the younger generations who will
not seek to carry the burdens of those much older than them. No matter how clever and subtle the attempt is to place a mantle upon their shoulders
or a yolk around their necks.
For those who have received them and were unable to comprehend how a macro-cosmic perspective could be focused upon your own
individual or business opportunities and options. You simply have not asked questions and decided that it was not worth your time. This is due
to a growing inability for conventional approaches to generate the time you would need for proper reading, reflection and comprehension. I know this
as there are some among the Professional, Owner and Common classes who were not only able to find Wisdom within these and my other Works. But
who were willing to take actions which supplied me both with resources in order to work for something that is not a strategy. But rather the
impetus, for strategy. I have been supplied with resources, solely for hope, in a brighter future.
And the only identifier, I shared with my suppliers, was our proximity and an affinity for these lands and all who reside or dwell here.
This is why I am truly underground. This is why I am truly pushing the grass upwards. One root at a time.
Join us in securing a foundation for a better life, that most here simply WILL not believe is possible.

As BELIEF in a hopeful future, is quite literally our only obstacle.

Visual Glossary
(The Murals)

[History is not Our Fault: But the Future Is]

The Goal is to move our institutional mindset from 3 basic needs to 5 before the Great Reset occurs.
(Clothing, Food, Shelter, Security & Personal Space).
The Graphic style is utilized in order to remove the Fear from those who experience more than just simple anxiety.
The Mural itself is designed as a road map for the people of these lands, in dealing with their own inner being.
By knowing yourself, you can find where you are at within yourself and thus where you are within the larger environments which surround you.
By creating a rudimentary communicative tool, friends and family members will have a greater opportunity to support themselves.
By not providing instruction. Many will be able to loosen the tight controls upon their own minds, thereby providing brains with the elasticity
required to comfortably go through “The Shift” and the varying effects that polarization will cause.
On the following pages I will provide the Cards themselves in larger form.
This I will do without any more descriptions, other than what is already on the cards themselves.

Visual Glossary
(The Murals)
[Timeline: Alberta]

This graphic is meant to introduce some of the more meaningful Geopolitical Activities around the world. Mainly those which have impacted
these lands. While reasons are often given for the importance of things such as U.N. Doctrine. Little if any thought is given to the
microcosms (areas of land and masses of people) who will need to do the heavy physical lifting, which are required for
the mental planes {plains} to not only exist but succeed.
Such a high altitude for those enacting these measures, often means that there is no opportunity for the people at the top to even
feel that they are on the same level as those at the bottom. Let alone fathom the life of the poor, in the current day. This issue, filters all
the way down to the National and Provincial levels of governmental and other institutional parties. There is also a vice versa effect, for
those looking upwards.
Let us not forget that in 2004, our ‘Preeminent Premiere’ held up the “Paid in Full” sign, to many of those who have worked behind
the symbols found in this Mural. And yet, here we find ourselves with more debt than ever before and yet that makes these lands
and people, just one among many. Currently outside of Lichtenstein and Vatican city, who are drowning in debt.
Things are not always as they seem. Good people do need to stand up, but it is not for a physical fight. It is simply an issue of the
mind as that is where the war planes are actually manifesting their informational bombs.
All warfare is deception. We need Free Artists in order to be able to mount a fight for ourselves, our posterity, our legacies and
even many of the homes which both good and bad activities are improperly commoditized within.
If our main tool for providing velocity to our economy, is a commodity so useful around the world that other nations can set our
price of sale. (OPEC vs OPEC+ effects Alberta greatly). Than it is foolish to continue to make this the main point in our portfolio. However, if
we allow authority to divest without creativity, they will simply continue to pump labour into the commodities table, even though by nature
it is a right and not a commodity. In good societies, people do not have to chase nor follow their labour. It is time for these lands and
people to grow up and act more maturely, than the world is dictating we do. For those who fear Independence, know that Interdependence
(amongst locals) can be here to support you! And in a battle of the mind, the only thing to fear, is fear itself.

Visual Glossary
(The Murals)
[Burdens]

While there is seemingly no longer a debtor's prison. Our economic situation of agreeing to template-contracts has many in these
lands working within an open-air private conceptualization of the same issue. Fear of losing things which are often
depreciable and also not actually owned, regardless of beliefs. Have many people fitting their lives into routines which are creating
stresses all around them. Not just within them, but around them to the point that an individual's very presence can be offensive
to those who are seeking to support them and their endeavours.
Many people in these lands walk both with a daily anxiety and also a pride that will not allow them to admit, or even explore
their own fears or problems. This has led to even our Solicitors, Barristers and Lawyers fearing legal schemes which their forefathers
and mentors enacted. The Maxim of: “No one is bound for the advice that they give.” Stands now in stark contrast with the professional
class, which seeks liberty by stamping and marking things with “No Legal Advice Given.” Or “No Financial Advice Given.”
(We’ve taught our legal class how to fear and deceive. Not how to stand up and utilize their knowledge for what is right).
The fact that one who has passed the bar, feels the need to generally protect themselves in this way, is a clear sign that the burdens of society
are being pressed everywhere.
The real issue for the “Law Society of Alberta” to grasp and wrestle with, is that they have allowed themselves to be priced to high for the
commoner’s justice. Therefore, the offer of choosing between equity and equality is being presented. When the truth is that if we can simply
learn how to Perform, we can have both. Legal Inequity must be resolved and when it is, the scales will balance towards Equality of the Law.
Inside of this Mural are the previous two. This is representative of the Inner burden of each individual and the pressure the world is placing upon
Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large. However, I am told that pressure is what creates Diamonds.
Where are you local Owners, Operators and Investors? You invest in numbers while laughing at what is real. As you believe reports of passed days,
matter more than Art in the moment. Do not miss out on an opportunity that will bring you more than the fiat wealth, which you
already hold and trade with. This Lemurian brings a Realness that hasn’t been seen since people all over these lands, decided they would
become ‘Shook Ones,’ instead of fighting to keep their character as Real Ones would. I arrive with remedies for your bonded situations!
Even for those who are caught in ‘black hole’ economics. National Inflation was 3.7% at the time of this writing.
But don’t worry, the World Economic Forum says we will all be happy and have no money, soon. Yet, there is still a plenitude of options to be found.

Visual Glossary
(The Murals)
[Vision Reality]

Once the people of these lands, begin to appreciate labour outside of commodities.
Once we begin to appreciate our natural resources outside of expenditure columns.
Once we begin to appreciate our people more than our cash.
Once we begin to have Authenticity reign instead of Authority.
Once we begin to instill trusted 3rd parties to assist our private and public sectors.
Once we begin to uplift our Vulnerable Sectors.
Once we begin to utilize Art & Wisdom, in a similar but unique to Us, manner.
As so many societies have already precedented.
Not only will money and time be restored in our economy.
But Fun, will be a part of our daily life routines.
This is the road to Joy, Enlightenment and true Liberty.
Once it is built, all we need to do is maintain it.
And it starts with debugging our language and our mindsets.
It is doable, as it has been done and all it requires for starting is your belief,
individual reader.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

In this portion I will outline and brief the packets which have already been created. Many more are on the way
and will be produced once the appropriate Hosts and Sponsors have made themselves known.
Along with the Trade and Support already established, these will become powerful tools in the hands of
Responsible, Vetted and Trained Alliance Members.
While they are able to be implemented and utilized in many different ways. The base form for this project, was to
deliver a new approach to retail sales training, which not only would help any unique business but also work
to combine these retail outlets with our professional and trades classes. Thereby, effectively creating a local
Experiential Economics tour. It is designed this way, so that we have something which is not dependent on Foreign Interest;
for supporting the economics of the tours. In this way, we will have something that few others around the world have.
An independent foundation for Us to build upon. And in this way, the other tours which are already here and those
which will be created, will become a supplement and not a necessity for the income we need to satisfy our own Demands.
The point of each and every packet is to stimulate thought and discussion, in a way that does not create animosity between
employee-employer relations, but rather provides ‘Thought Anchors’ for engaging together as we all seek to work for aligned goals.

These Experiential Economic Tours and the Packets are housed under the Uneducated Philosophy Banner. Which is designed
to provide consultation, marketing and training services. The approach is an un-boxed one, as I do not bring a template
program, but rather create the remedies through discussion, feedback and small risk trials. In this way, an
OWNER, OPERATOR or INVESTOR can be assured that they are receiving something that is tailored made for
not only their issues, but their concepts and success as well. I may have theories, methods and remedies for many situations.
However, I know that Owners, Operators and their STAFF are the experts in their own realms. Sometimes, you just need
an Unconventional approach to unlocking the creativity within yourselves.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet provides a Marco-cosmic perspective for many of are finite issues.

Especially for STAFF who face and speak with customers. As well as for those in Authority positions who
are trying to ensure their point gets across while softening their tones. This packet presents an interesting look at how
emotion is exchanged, dispelled and taken in a discussion of Frequencies. Although, little is truly known in terms of empirical
data for frequencies, apart from those we know of in our electronic devices. There is so much to be gained from
just a simple exploration of the Electromagnetic System, which affects so much of our lives and plays
quite the role in our individual and group dynamics.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet is the most in-depth, in terms of not only visual language but also the process for self and group transformations.

Designed to provide people with a glimpse into the frequencies themselves. The more impactful discussion is held on the
Cognitive Arts. As it can take an individual or group through practices which lead to Nonconstructive behaviours. Behaviours
which we are typically unaware of at first. You will be able to observe the path all the way into states of being that
are constructively relaxed. Thus ready for not only the workload ahead of them, but the ‘life-load’
which operates in the past present and future.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

Geometry utilized for understanding your people, your organization and the patterns
which arise out of the actions you and others take.

Regardless of the size of an operation. It can be very difficult to ascertain, in the moment, what the cause for any given effect
is or may have been. Especially in businesses where conversation is a primary tool for accomplishing goals.
By engaging in a discussion surrounding the geometry of your business, you will find an increased awareness for why and
how things are happening. While it is likely, that the initial patterns or structures you compose for your organization will be off
from the reality. This provides you with an Artistic basis to follow as you move forward.
It also provides a very capturing ‘Thought Anchor’ that can be utilized to ensure others in your company are at least aware, if not
sharing in your vision and residual concepts. For those outside of business, this discussion will, at the very least give you the
ability to see the economy in terms of its purest base form: Containment & Velocity. Thereby allowing you some freedom
of play in a world bogged down by numbers.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet is one of the broadest as it deals with the scope of beliefs which flow in-between the various cultures
and identities upon these lands. It seeks to create discussions around basic arguments such as:
• Whether or not people are inherently good •
• What to do about homeless people, in a land of people-less homes •
• Choice, Awareness and Hindsight •
• For you, individual reader, it deals in the separation and unity of character vs identity •

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet is the first look at the foundation. PAX Indigo is for everyone and utilizes the following message, to display this:
WE are here for those born to these lands and those who plan to make their lives a part of these lands
And for those who are traveling through thank you, for supporting and
not capitalizing on those deemed the most vulnerable among us.
Hi.
This packet introduces a theoretical path for wrong doers, along with bridges and supports which will allow restitution to be
made, in the form of restorative centers. The goal is to uplift those who have been wronged so that they can speak.
Through Witnessing and Mediation services, remedies will be applied and solutions will be discovered.
In this way we will be able to build upon other charitable organizations who seek to uplift our society.
It will also be the main piece in gathering together all of the skill and technological resources that these lands currently offer
to the world. So that we can utilize our young adults and Artists in such a way that we not only empower them, but
empower ourselves. This foundation will carry “The Art of Discussion” further than one individual with a talent
for display, could ever accomplish on their own.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet encourages sociometry in the moment. It deals with mental induction, layering complexities and
the simple concept of allowing positive charges to be received and sent back via the removal of negating forces.
More on that, can be found in the section: The Tutorial Pages: “Comprehending a Lemurian.”

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

There are many traps out there for both businesses and individual leaders to fall into. This discussion is very needed, as
that sense, of impending doom over things that amount to being very trivial at times; has many in these lands avoiding
correspondence with other locals. This is a design placed over our minds, not only due to FOREIGN INTEREST but our
own ignorance in allowing our Western Hospitality to be abused. By opening discussions around demographical topics,
which many feel should be left in silence. You, individual reader, will begin to see how new approaches to marketing
are not only more impactful and effective. They will literally begin to create themselves, as your team
will have an awareness of the overall goals and thus approach even informal situations with the appropriate responses.
And many Rulers will be able to do away with there most managed metrics. Thus they will become Leaders.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet provides a brief glimpse at Experiential Economic Discussions and the Artistic Tours which it can create.
These tours are designed around generating velocity for local businesses who are able to present a package of containment.
They will be anchored not only through both financial and credit institutions, but also Debt Solutions specialists. This is a temporal
requirement as at this time, the numbers indicate that debt is one of the largest obstacles we have, in terms of reaching an
equilibrium suitable for all people in these lands.

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

World Nouveau... More like Art Nouveau 2.0 for Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.
One of the precedented influences which Art has created when utilized wisely. Was the ability to take the old and without making
structural changes, have it appear as new. This beautification has been sought within many countries and cultures and
not every one has gotten it right. However, no where else in the world is there a people like those who reside in
Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.
Not only will we take this concept and bridge the issues of Old wealth vs New Billions. We will do it in such a way, that
the world pays us for our intelligence. Don’t believe this is possible? Than you have set yourself, as the obstacle
against optimism, hope and creativity. Check yourself, before you (know the rest).

Visual Glossary

(Intelligence Packets)

This packet, deals with generational differences as well as the number one thing for any person in business to remember
at every moment. Your job, apart from the tasks a company gives you, is to manage expectations while still providing
solid performance. Do those two things and apart from required technical skills, you can literally do any job. You can have
any career. They say the world is your oyster, therefore I offer you pearls.
This packet also fosters discussion on some of the largest unseen log jams within our economy as well as the world’s.

Visual Glossary

(Miscellaneous Intelligence)
[Feelings, Emotions, Choices: In A Sense {Innocence}]
(What Happens to The Inner Being and How to Regulate Societies Properly)

The left side of this document, is the emotional range of the individual. The right is the appropriate actions for Society to take
for ensuring that all individuals have options which are both of equity and equality.
The middle is a representation of the chakra colours and when they manifest.
Many things can be done with a graphic such as this. Many discussions will happen. And when an individual has comprehension
of how to use this within their own life. Great Healing will take place in a non-dependent manner.
This is True Healing, as its participant is within the Self.

Visual Glossary

(Miscellaneous Intelligence)
[A Three Week Calender]
In an effort to provide more time to people. A 3 week
calendar has been devised. This will move people,
mentally, a little further away from the Gregorian Trade,
which Marks their time and routines.
However, it will not be taken seriously enough to disrupt
their work or other schedules. This is soft power and
is meant for long-term flexibility for minds which are often
constrained by jumping in and out of various boxes.
The goal for the mind is natural fluidity and the flexibility
this provides, will assist in that endeavour.

The Calendar dates are imbued with Sun Horoscope Signs and Numerology. These two were chosen as they are already
frequently published and thus are not ‘Peace Disturbing.’ Even to those who have set themselves on the path of solely holding
one belief which encompasses not only their routines, but also their traditions and foresight.
These end up being more like affirmations. The power of which, is that if a particular day is not your own birthday, individual reader.
You still have access to the energy wells provided to those you know, who were born on those days. Simply by reading the
words for that specific date, you can work with the energy of those born on that day. An empowering concept indeed.
More will come, once production leads to feedback
and there are ways to tie this materially into businesses
which have local pursuits and who work amongst the
Alliance.
Graphic pages can be altered to make calendars such as
these, unique, to those who wish to market with them.
The benefits of supporting local Art, will be established for
OWNERS, OPERATORS and INVESTORS to utilize.
When I meet with your accountants and Law Societies,
all will be made clear.

Visual Glossary

(Miscellaneous Intelligence)
[Guitar Board]
(Unfinished)

Music Theory, is the theory of everything.
Just in a different linguistic format, than what is commonly read.
Although, boards such as these will be helpful for those looking to discover
instruments and further their own Art. Societies, Families and individuals will
find great Wisdom when able to transpose these concepts of notes,
intervals and frequencies into their own lives.

The Venerable Habits of Thought
(A Spoken Word-play to dance upon the “Emerald Tablets of Thoth”)

Completed for Various Purposes
For the people of Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large. This Spoken Word goes in, out, through and around many Local, National and World events. It
works through, what is known to Artists as “The Industry” and speaks of many Heroes both alive and already fallen. It speaks to the mind of the
commoner upon these lands. As many who dwell and reside here have often remarked that their style of music is “Everything.” However, many
struggle to move themselves from the Anchors of their comfort music genres. Therefore, this was spoken with no real beat as it
is not rap. (For how can anyone truly WRAP the Primordial Element known as ‘Spoken Word’). For those with fixed minds,
which need assistance, in order to work on elasticity, the first Chapter begins with an outline of the binaural nature for this production. (Headphones
recommended). The words jump back and forth from connections of an Old World, the New World which is forming and the moment we are all
in at this time. Once you are ‘Hip’ to a reference, the words will ‘Hop,’ to a different one.
While there are already videos (YouTube) to go with the track. The visual language, is not yet connected to the words. As this, like many of my other
Artworks, are set for update once the appropriate conditions (the moment) are right. This track is a tool to help the anxious mind. Many are
uncomfortable with it at first, but those who truly enjoy the Spoken Word have already found great intelligence within these hours of rhymes.
Once the video references are available, many more will be able to connect the references to real life events which have occurred,
are occurring and will occur. As my Art is living, this will become an advent for those who desire to follow it.
Vetted and Responsible local Artists, will later be able to mine this and other works for inspiration towards their own pursuits.
As helping others, will always help the Self. Selfishly Selfless or Selflessly Selfish?
For those who still struggle to comprehend this endeavour. IT, speaks in the same manner, as a discussion with the common-mind typically travels in
these lands. IT, goes all over the place. And this is why IT, is a Spoken Word-play which dances on its own Accord. It's specifically intended audience,
is Any of the “Children of the Indigo,” who have amassed Greater numbers in these lands. Greater than anywhere else upon the Earth. This is why I
have arrived! Here! {Hear!} Children of the Indigo, drink this cup and come this way.

The Works: I was Sponsored for Hope!
(In Real Life Acts with Real People)

For 2 years I traveled amongst the common-folk in these lands. I spoke with Artists, Tradespeople, Owners, Operators, Investors,
Professionals, Service Staff, Retirees, Veterans and more. This page is a small collection of discussions and precedents.
In an attempt to slow the exploitation of Local Art from Local Businesses. I created a display program for
bracelets, which would normally result in an artist being CONSIGNED to a business portfolio. What this means
in retail terms, is that an artist would provide inventory but not get paid until the products sold. This increases
dependency. And while it may make sense in the short term for a business. It limits the ability of any Artist to
grow their brand/name. It also limits there ability to sell elsewhere, while increasing the price of items
to such rates that it limits the locations own ability to sell with frequency. (The frustrating part, is that world
brands are paid for upfront, even while “Support Local” signs, hang in these same stores).
Therefore, I found a local cafe with owners who were willing to pay up front for a display. As an extra incentive
I created unique bracelets for this cafe. This allowed them to recoup much of the expenditure through their own
sales. This also created a recognizable & wearable item, that would not simply be kept in a cupboard or tossed
away once the coffee was finished. Therefore, the Art became memorable for the location and their patrons.
This is the power of Art when utilized properly
In an attempt to gauge the market, I participated in a discovery phase for a few businesses. By giving away
bracelets in exchange for answers to 3 easy questions. I was able to charge only $150, for work that normally
would have cost into the thousands.
While the response was somewhat, deflating. The timing of this research was not ideal, in terms of retail sales.
And thus, it is my belief (now with hindsight) that the looming elephant in the room, was a bit to much of a
burden for these retail locations.
For myself, I gained quite a bit of knowledge and it was refreshing when I returned this past July and
received feedback which helped create new pathways. For those who are in the know on this:
Thank you for speaking your mind freely. I took no offense, as it is the nature of discussion to be somewhat
critical, while beginning on a path to interdependence.

Precedents

While dressed lowly. I simply worked with locals to open Support, Trade and Sponsorship.
The support came from people interested in not only the Art but for some, the individual. I have now lived successfully (usually 2-3 weeks at a
time) with various individuals and groups who were willing to provide me with the following: Food, Shelter, Clothing, Security and Personal Space.
I have learned about various cultures, living situations and have been able to partake in unique lessons and enjoy new foods. To date, this
feels like my biggest accomplishment. As it is a microcosm for the much larger goal of creating various support networks for people, on a
basis which exists outside of paperwork and contracts. This is a true Trust-Building practice for a unified community and will continue to grow outwards.

Trade & Sponsorship:
I was able to trade Art & Works for various products from local businesses. Simply off the basis that both parties were local and about supporting local.
For sponsorship, this was a little more difficult. Due to “The Tenets of Abstract Substance,” my message was far to informal and
scattered for most owners. This meant that only those with time, would be able to discover its meaning. As Wisdom has more to do with
reflection and will, than it does with intelligence. One individual, finally asked “Are you asking me to pay you for Hope?”
“Yes” I replied. They followed with “So, I might gift this to you and never see you again?”
Again, I replied “Yes.”
And that’s when they said to me: “Something does have to change here, so I will do it.”
I have been able to successfully sell hope, in an economic moment that is not friendly to small business. And I intend to make
good on bringing something so intangible that most people here, do not believe in its ability to create tangible results. Currently.

The Works: Hosting Requests
(In Real Life Acts with Real People)

Below is an example of an outline that I sent to those who Grant me Hosting Services Kindness.
This happens, as it is their way of supporting me, while still maintaining busy schedules.

Thank you for Granting my Hosting request. I look forward to being a guest in your manor.
And I’m sure we will all become accustomed to one another's, manners.
What you have helped to facilitate, is something small but, also something Great.
Don’t think the timing to be early, and don’t think it to be late.
The moments that we arrive in, will be a time to celebrate.
Culture shock for sure, as it is when friends first integrate.
But at least we know, that we respect each other, so nothing will really ‘tribulate.’

The Mission Statement is this:
A Strategy to restore the economy, through creativity, so that everyone can be uplifted.
This is the goal. It will be difficult, but anything worth doing... Is.
It simply requires aligned people, open-minds and compelling ourselves to build trust with
each other, so that we listen to us instead of the world.
The Message is this:
LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | SHOP LOCALLY | SPREAD GOOD

And PAX Indigo will be a foundation for:
Those born to these lands and those who plan to make their
lives a part of these lands.
And for those who are resting here or traveling through. Thank you, for supporting
and not capitalizing on those deemed the most vulnerable among us.
Hi.
While I am a guest in your home. I will use the time, space and available resources to further my progression in the
following areas:
• Music • Trinket Making • Market-Takeover • Cultural Comprehension • Mannerisms • Visual Graphic Design •
Actuarial Sociometry • Term-Coinage • Behavioral Symmetry • Belief-Bridging • Character-(Inner)-Healing •
Outside of your home, my main focus is on my in real life Masterpiece. The stage currently being assembled is for a Display
known as: “The Art of Discussion (Not Conversation).” Which hopefully, will be first featured at a Chosen Residency
known as the “King Edward” Hotel.
While staying with you I will seek to not overburden you with my Artworks. I am open to discussing anything you
desire to discuss with me, as I strive to Live Authentically and thus am in No Fear of questions which arrive honestly.
But I must say that I get most excited while speaking about my Art and openly invite any interest you may have.

Typically, this is supplanted with a discussion inside of their home, followed by simple
tutorials for preferences while my Hosts tour me around their home. From there,
it generally takes 2-3 days to get a read (behaviorally and energetically) on methods and measures.
Along with discovering where I can assist with providing time to the Hosts.
Small gestures (not expected or required) while still furthering my own progression.
As it is appropriate for me to seek to provide some reciprocated kindness, even while under the status of being a guest.

The Works: I’ve Handed out so many Bracelets, Cards & More!

While more Works, did occur
and transpire. I will save your
eyes, dear reader, as many
should be discussed for
proper ascertainment of the
overall plan.

Click for more info on the
bracelets:
You will be taken to my
web-page where this
PDF is kept.

Serious {Sirius} Matters
[Necessity for the Revaluation of Many Values]
These are not my logos. And while I do not know the individuals or groups
who are running these organizations. This is the correct message.
Not only for the Heart. Not only for the Mind. And not only for the Ego/Soul.
This is the correct message for economics.
Along with the statement that we should seek not to
charge against our neighbor’s interests.
Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.
It is time we focus here {our hearing} and not on the world.
There are many things we can do to increase our economic well-being. But we must put our homes, our businesses and our lives in order.
My lyrics and Art are only meant to stimulate thought and not to offend. But it is the duty of Free Artists to be thought-provoking.
And in a ‘world of triggers,’ where we soft-speak all the way to silence. It is not possible for me and others like me; to not be controversial.
But know what the message is before attacking. As we must free our Artists and our young adults so that they can generate for themselves
and all others. Not simply a generation of money. But a generation of Comfort, Security, Hope and a better quality of life for all that are here.
We support to much, as we are willing to take on burdens. However, our neglectful eye has allowed our vulnerable sector to face continual
attack. We have decisive ‘isms’ not because we are a diverse place. But because we are a Diver’s Place (indebted). We do not comprehend
how our specialization into cultures of acronyms and ever changing catchphrases have allowed ‘human poachers’ to come in and trap
our people through business. Legal schemes are legal, but they do not need to be corrupting, so long as we can see and stand up against them.
It is time for Change, within heart-minds. Thus it does not start with politicians. Nor does it start with anyone other than you, individual reader.
It starts with families. It starts with friends. And it starts with belief. Not in a ‘pre-life.’ Not in an after-life. It starts with the belief that
while we are here in these lands. The only thing we should work to do, is make it a better place than when we first got here.
‘Millennials,’ will be coming out of the basements. I am an Elder of this generation. And as the 2nd page of the ‘Executive Summary’ indicated.
I will not stop creating. I will not stop trying to beautify our situation. Our black market is now grey and while I have pages of Maxims and
lyrics to utilize. Nothing is more important than this statement:

A Bad person IS a Good person’s responsibility.

The most heinous crimes usually do not have WITNESSES. They have abusers and Victims. And there is a bond of trauma which takes place and this
is what the sickest predators look for. There is a way to sort all of this out. Without disturbing the peace. And when we do, the world will come
to us. Not for oil, but for training, education and expendable resources. This is proper economics. As once again the Economy, is just our Behaviours.
You can have what you want, individual reader. You can have your dreams. As I can write a good ending to ANY story.
But it takes belief and work from both sides of trauma in order to garner Restitution and Restore our lands and people.
Life is not fair, and this is not an attempt for perfection. It’s an attempt to simply Do Better than we have been.
To do better than what our Nation, our Continent and our World has done.
“The Art of Discussion,” (a display I’m working towards) is just one step towards a better life for all who live here.
Grant me the resources needed to pull this off and the ‘Experiential Economic’ tours will do the rest.
And you know what, individual reader? Even Serious Matters can be done in a fun and educational way. The future is only gloomy, if you cannot
see the silver lining. As every door which closes, opens another. It’s called a Draft. It’s a force of nature. And a Draft always leads to a Charter.
Once your Rights and Freedoms are Chartered. Every government will then begin to Bill you for these rights. {Bill of Rights} Rights which are
inalienable. However, if you live in a place where you’ve never named anything. If you do not have the Authority to check the foundation which the legal
system stands upon. Than you are alien to the culture which seemingly raised you. And it’s simply because we are a group of locals, who work for
Foreign Interest. Once we begin to work for Ourselves, we will see people for what they are. Locals, or A-Lien on our already overburdened economy
And we will help uplift both!

Serious {Sirius} Matters
The following pages are more serious in relation to the other Arts and Works presented in this publication.
Due to an inability of the common-mind in these lands, for grasping the Esoteric (inner) nature of terms
such as sovereignty. Only small snippets of words will be given. Some in statement form, others in the form of questions.
These are for your mind to work through, individual reader, as you look at the Art and the Works.
Not all of the graphics are my own, but have been offered for free and public use. These are utilized to point
Us to the larger stories which are not only unfolding around you. But also, attempting to envelope you.
Many of these will become both vital and critical, in the coming months. As they will become more visible to all people
who dwell and reside in Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large.
For those who seek to support the Local Alliance. I have a message which requires the attention of Leaders within the
following institutions: Alberta Treasury Branch; firstConnect Credit Union; The Law Society of Alberta; The Queen’s Bench
Council in Alberta; Renaissance Energy Ltd.; Psychologists’ Association of Alberta; #NotInMyCity;
Calgary Alliance for the Common Good; Charles Real Estate Inc.; Boardwalk - Calgary; Calgary Allied Artists Foundation;
Calgary Arts Development; The King Edward Hotel; Calgary Arts Commons Hotel; Business Council Alberta - Members.
Share this document with other locals in these lands. Many of you simply have not had the time, to comprehend
the Artwork. However, each of you know others who may relate to a piece of this publication and who will have the time
required. As they share their time, you will gain more. And in a “Time = Money” Economy, it should be easy
for you to ascertain the re-direction, which my Art & Works will bring to you, individual reader.

I am Whole. Therefore, I come in Peace. We Grant Audience between Leaders and our JESTER.
Supporters, Ambassadors & Messengers. You are empowered through the Optimal PRIME of/for these lands...
The following pages contain quoted words from “The Venerable Habits of Thought.”
Remember, it can be fun to pretend (as long as its not misleading)...
As true FUN (inclusive) tends to lead to brighter outcomes!

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large; Then and Now]

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large; Then and Now]
Law Society of
Alberta
You now have the
ability and the
moment.
To do what many
in legal-work
believe is not possible.
In a locked province.
I bring the key for
you to unlock
our Independence!

Lex semper dabit remedium.
“The law will always give a remedy.”
Libertas est naturalis facultas ejus quod cuique
facere libet, nisi quod de jure aut vi prohibetur.
“Liberty is the natural power of doing whatever
one pleases, except what is prevented by
law or force.”
Consilia multorum quaeruntur (requiruntur)
in magnis.
“The advice of many is sought in great affairs.”

One who passed the light was The Preeminent Premiere of these lands!
You all know Mr. Klein!
•
So many have there been, ever guarding the light for me. So many tests from my kin, to take this light from me.
To keep it shining forth, prices did I pay. Long were the days relayed just to keep this torch.
But you let the bankers build above the natural skyline.
That’s what he was fighting. That was Mr. Klein!
Held in hostage, held in bondage just like the bible days of old. Whether the stories true or something used. People just be bold.
Come out of your homes, come out of your fears, I am the speaker, receiver is One Eye.
Restore the Saddle Dome, of older years, designed to catch this Manna from the sky.

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large; Then and Now]
Wikipedia says: The Saddledome is owned by the City of Calgary, who leases it to the Saddledome Foundation,
a non-profit organization, to oversee its operation. Since 1996, it has been managed by the Flames.
It underwent a major renovation in 1994–95 and sold its naming rights, during which its original name of Olympic Saddledome...

Construction
Calgary had been served for 30 years by the Stampede Corral when the Calgary Flames arrived in 1980. With a total capacity of 8,700, the Corral
was the largest arena in Canada, West of Toronto in 1950, but had fallen below major league standards by the 1970s.
The Corral was deemed insufficient for the National Hockey League (NHL) in 1977, leading the World Hockey Association's Calgary Cowboys
to fold rather than hope to be a team selected to merge with the NHL.
Calgary's bid to host the 1988 Winter Olympics, coupled with the arrival of the Flames, drove the need to build a new arena.
City Council debated the merits of several locations for the city's new Olympic Coliseum, and narrowed their choices down to two areas


           
          
            
              
           
         
                
              
                
         
 
           
    

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large; Then and Now]

Why did our Premiere have to attempt to sell a commodity that the world not only desires but requires?
The issue seems more Geo-political than we may believe in Alberta. Simply put, the World (and our Nation, for that matter),
does not trust us. And why would any nation allow a land-locked province access to both Oceans, with one of the world’s
most depended upon commodities?
And of course there
is the friendly
battle over the
North West
Passage still
happening

Blocked

Blocked

In a world of Billionaires and
‘Trillioned’ Nations.
Dollars & Cents are not the Desire.
Think in terms of “Petro-Dollars.”

Blocked

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large; Then and Now]
ARCHAIC REVIVAL
When technology fails you. Find historic ways.
When history betrays you, look to ancient days.
When ideologies, subside too. You’ve arrived at an archaic state.
Ghettos’ just the version of a modern day slave state.
Don’t believe me Canada, enthusiastic fan of the holly land though Canada.
The one that we can’t stand, Oh Canada. But I ask look around at your drive thru’s, who feeds you Canada?
Just ask Ashley where there furniture is made.
It’s like a paper complex Outside of NAFTA, grandfathered Amero-Asian exchange trade.
Ashley accounting firm not a furniture maker, that’s why the name starts with an A.
They knew they’d extend credit to, people whose bills wouldn’t get paid.
So if a settlement was made. The only argument this company makes.
Is, make sure you sort the pay sheet alphabetically; starting with the A.
And the reason that’s important is because of the deals with the States.
The ones with ghettos, doing human labor, bad policy exchange trades.
On the face of it, no... Silly, it’s expensive to run a slave trade.
Even more when it’s hidden from suburban view.
That’s a lie too. When the music industry lyrically sells souls to the penitentiaries.
CIA running gang drugs, just so your local CEO’s, that you don’t know.
Can scheme money on... With just a wish. But the small businesses, struggling, while politicians cackle at you.
Problem is the streets think your rich, they don’t see how your shackled to.
It’s all a game of pretending to be thunder and lightning. They cackle, because they can’t crackle like my lightning do.
And so it goes up and up, this isn’t nothing new. It’s all under my sun.
(Now let’s remove some shade.)
Furniture assembly not furniture making, a trade that every prison in ghetto states gets paid in.
Of course, with consumer selection and fabric protection, warranties, costs of destination.
Oh, don’t worry it just happens to be on sale today. Looks like Wisconsin got more people in jail today.
Oh, you don’t know how to read wall streets stock trade?
Modern markets, America what is a bond exchange?
You thought the pipeline was cyber hacked but the Reddit thing wasn’t robin hood.
Okay okay, you can cast the spell ‘obliterate.’ But Harry Potter, is there one spell that can make the news rotate?
Like a compass : North East West and South. Political liars all about, Archeons, great archons and archaeological doubt.
It’s like a Jubilee of Stars. A Marvel Pantheon. Just go see all movies to keep the show going on.
So Ashley and the State: oh wait, oh wait, oh wait.
Trust me they rub it in your face. CEO orange tailored suits all up in that place.
But don’t worry it’s just a side kick, our main business its legit, it’s charity and it helps with prisoner social credit.
Don’t worry the prisoners get paid, and we swear they like it!
This is why we like the prison gangs, because the alternative, we just have to imply it.
This is how a cycle works, most kids can’t read without riddelin.
No wonder they be shiverin' with your made up extended police interrogations.
(What. We gave them water?)
Sales jobs the whole way through processing, prosecutors and sometimes jury’s too. Oh judges, too.
No judges certainly, at least currently, doing with urgency so much at a clip that it’s like machine guns firing, pertinently.
Wars can’t start fast enough, as the jails are at maximum.
Hey just asking but historically where is the hardest place on earth to win?
Send some, Majorities and you know, to just spar really, with the Afghans again.

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Calgary, Alberta & Our nation at large; Then and Now]

The War for Alberta’s Furniture Market (circa 2005 -2018)
is now concluded. To the Comrie Family, thank you for your service.
For those who do not know about the SITH Leader, who brought an
army of MBA’s and middlemen with them... I did my part and
the DRUIDS arrive now to take back all lot was stolen from our lands.
At the FORKS. I was labeled a “Cowboy with Nothing to Shoot.”
That was YOUR Jest (TDG) to Alberta’s Western Hospitality...
How things have changed (My Ammunition is Infinite).

Few boys here have ever milked a cow. Sure, they have guns but they ain’t got nothing to shoot.
So what does that do? Well I have more time than any queen, or any king or any emperor does too.
Artists, retarded, by educations which say hey, hey, hey, don’t you say some artists are retarded by education.
See the cycle, they place on what you sayin’. But education, you taught me what I’m saying, c’mon, this confusing, stop playing.
But you can’t get mad at your parents, or the teacher, and of course never at a holy preacher
.
Not if you want to get out. You gotta play this game of reverse the doubt. Forget the cloud and forget the clout.
That’s what virtue is about. Not who you sleep with, but be safe out there, and take responsibility, word.
You know what Cancel Cultures, all about so, hear when it comes, here’s your reverb:
You have to put your Uno on. Nope not time for reverse, I know, “hey gov’nor.” Pick up 4.
You say. the words I say are not nice for the dumb or education.
But what if I said retarded is anyone whose to dumb; To be hurt by, cursed words I, can no longer use.
Just because they are hurtful to you! Grow a back bone. which can’t be hurt by facts, words are not stones.
Privileged spell casters, casting spells that we don’t see. Legal trickery, is still tricking upon me. Speaking English in a cest pool of legalease.
If you watch any news you’ve definitely been deceived, that goes for even who doest now speak.
Baby’s on foes meeting boards at the end of days.
Forks!.
Maybe on those Eastern shores or in Winnipeg.
Where the Church is, go research it some more. I just don’t know when the Redcoats actually won the war.
Treaty after treaty, but you said the kids can’t read. Beat them in the schools and still they wouldn’t eat.
Took their fathers, took their mothers and still they wouldn’t see. The world the way you wanted them to see.
Dummies, they don’t need it, they provide it, look to the tribes for your inspiration.

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Mandates of Heaven or Divine Rites of Ritual]
Sovereignty... Is it native to the land?

What does it mean to be a
Knighted Governor General?

Do we prevent Chaos, by
belonging to an Order?

Or whose electromagnetic protection, from the spectrum, had been disrupted by a bomb, meant do destroy Adam.
That’s why the comics call him “Warlock.”
And all these references, swirling and whirling, are literally cultural technology trying to control my Atoms.
It created a hazy, crazy, helter skelter in the world you thought it ended the crazy. When Nagasaki Hiroshima died.
But I swear to you, that good rulers are still alive.
BANZAI
For Nanking ,karmic retribution, your children paid. Slaves all of these days.
Making cars for a race of people that don’t even know your fate.
Island people trapped by military bases they can’t escape.
BANZAI
Monarchs there are, who still hold some of the light. We’ll come back to where y'all came from for sure, but hold on tight.

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Mandates of Heaven or Divine Rites of Ritual]
215 PLUS
How many of my residential brothers, mothers, would be fathers, to early daughters. Will it have to be.
You call them the First nations, but treat them like worst breeds.
You don’t care what I call them, so long as I call them not me.
As long as separates what I see, separates what I’ll be and all I hear is what separates you and me.
Sepa-rate, church and state, so on both lands you can play. Nice disguise on the people.
Separating reservations from the WATER.
A Triangular desert, is what laid at Jon Palliser’s feet.
Nas said, one mic, because my words are the beat. Behold!
My triangulation plans long laid. I now won’t wash them, but I invite the least among you to come witness this Feat!
Come have a seat.
Palliser revival, come see original survival,, where the sky and the land do meet.
I live where the eagle soars and where the bears feed.
Palliser gone, triangle still here, been over 100 years, now the oasis is near. Is Calgary just a mirage that I see?
Is it still the old west? When did it become the new?
When did curiosity become a game amongst the few.
Did you read a “curios george” book once, that convinced you...?
Now, you already know what you always knew so why learn something new?
When did water become worth less than fuel? When did that happen to you?
When did they convince you, that all the ‘cowboys’ hated all the ‘indians’ and they all hated them back to?
When did you first hear that all white people secretly hate you?
I mean I don’t know any full white people, so when I find one, I’ll ask and I’ll get back to you.
The trap is to think others are more evil than you. At least don’t assume dude.
But All-Berta will get it. Alberta is wise.
I chose a land, where mountains do rise.
Where people go out and climb to the skies.
Who can have their own unique perspectives, early birds, the view from the top is wonderful at sunrise.
And the richness of oil that flowed through this land. Provided time for us to patch our internal damns.
Some of you did and some of you didn’t, but reflection and pondering is quite powerful isn’t it?
Minute by minute, hour by hour. This land has slowly been generating Great power.
You were split for awhile, but now you are seeing. The darkness that Conquered the great Europeans.
You thought the conquerers were like their peasants? You thought they were like your friends?
Yes you can travel yes you can meet. But how often do you sit on throne seats? What does it mean, just tell me you think.
When Ms. G goes spacey and pretends to be queen with the guy who pretends to be Bill on TV?
Or better yet, what does it mean when the photos released? When something like that goes around, seems like a formal decree.
They say, wait that’s to much information. You now pay share. I say, state, that you work on the executive board of way-fair.
See this is what most don’t know of cowboys, in the modern age and in those past days, a lonely ranger can find time to stew.
Look out when you come here world, these ain‘t plow toys. This is Alberta, theres’ a lot of us ponderers too.
Mental Wanderers ain‘t nothing new!

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Mandates of Heaven or Divine Rites of Ritual]

What is the signifigance to our yearly story?
Why does the GG read this?
Below, an ACT to remove a Statue...

CIA International, The Family International, Seth Rogen hosing hosers.
Acting suckered like Rick Moranis, ain’t a NY poser. Not even snowbirds?
Like he hasn’t gone Coo-cu-cu-cu-cu-cu-cu-cu!

Serious {Sirius} Information
[Questions of Sovereignty: Mandates of Heaven or Divine Rites of Ritual]
our JESTER... She is Beautiful!
Homegrown children of the light.
Those who know night and those who know right.
Ever they be the homegrown children of the light.
FOOLISH JESTS
The Jester acts a fool, but a fool can’t be a clown. Sacred seats are these in the Monarch’s Court!
Only impostors do now rule, in each and every town. As secrets eat in the Monarch’s Court!
Provinces turning cruel, just look around. But I’m unusual to a Pro-visional Court.
Economics depends on fuel, but deals can’t be found. Anyway, Commodities, for exchange, should be a last resort.
We will restore the truth. And save the Monarch’s Court!
MK Ultra butterflies cannot be harmful to me. As all public lies, are no longer privated from me.
I know all the secrets and my cities know the truth. The complexities of the old are not complexities for the youth.
And the complexities of the wise are the simplicities of truth.
“Alohomora, Wingardium Leviosa, Lumos: for the youth.”
And for the old some things never change, so just bow your head in truth.
I don’t care, for reverent air, it’s all the same in proof.
Alpha and Omega, Alphabet Tablets, Phoencian to the Greek.
The light of the Hermit is the forever light you seek.
They said that Latin’s dead, but that’s only in your head. So pray your soul oh god won’t take, when you lay down to bed.
Suffering is the payment, eternally the cost. For forever all the worldly people are forever lost.
It is that way then and now. For the secret when it’s found. Only winds of mysteries are the intricacies of sound.
Of course all is the Law. The Law of Vibration is the Law of One.
Of course the fragment is the whole and the whole is being done.
Of course there is a Father and of course there is a Son.
But woah unto all of those of who forget a Mother or a Daughter.
A Sister that’s forgotten is a Sister left for slaughter.
And gender this or gender that, whatever is your sound.
Just keep the Children safe from harm and keep the forces bound.
Away in a manager, not fit for a king. Just fit for your neighbour and anyone else who will bring.
Good tidings to all who are good to all kin.
We wish you a merry, amen-amen, Amen Ra, bippity boppity boop.
The Transcendental object at the end of time.
Is rooted in discussions that are as simple as cow poop!
- END TRANSMISSION -

Serious {Sirius} Information
(The Industry)
[Page 6]

Learn the stories, connections and morals of the Industry (Hollywood and the Like) to
comprehend the perverse mind-collective. AKA. Tales from the Crypt.
CELEBRITY CARDS:
Completed with known Public
Information.

Observe the Connections and STOP allowing your mind to be STEERED by
‘Documentarial,’ {Material-Doctrines} Industry Productions.

Serious {Sirius} Information
IVERMECTIN
Reverb, reword, reconstitution, fighting secrets behind the ghost writing. Like not being original is something new.
Say I’m Lying. It’s not fully hear yet, but listen, I can hear America crying.
This is America! Not only Sony, or solely any operation. They exist as a whole due to District of Columbia cop’eration.
But police are fine, we do need rule of law. The issue is you die for profits, not for prophets, in an awful nation.
Religions passing plates through tax free gates of an invisible public plaza.
There up there in the air, in a place you cannot see, if your not called masta’.
Where everything is free for you and for Zoroaster,
Canadian, Iranian, need a car, go find special interest at the banks of Ahura Mazda.
Madonna, now and before the views, of eyes, which can’t see past the external Qs.
Demise.
Madonna as a name, that’s an idolatrous clue.
Never, know the master, if no one can see past her.
What an idol, but not for the reverent. I said she’s for a pastor!
If you don’t get it, there are priests in every land. Icons keep singing and they like to pass her.
Like an Oscar baton, icons keep going on, even though their songs hurt ears like Elton John’s.
You thought Mary Jane was always euphemistic for marijuana, but never thought that it reverbs a language for the johns.
She came to you the same, Authentic is Madonna, caught in a cycle you can’t reverse and so the spell goes on and on.
That’s why Conceited stated he goes to black church with a pastor Rachet.
Slow it down I just dissed you, That’s why Cons see that she goes to blah and chirp while you pass the ratchet.
Cause the disasters so much that no repairs can ever seem to patch it.
In case you missed it, sisters wives, we’re talking gossip in the churches.
Chirp, chirp, chirp.
Frequencies, criss crossing, through messages effecting urges.
Spell casting and casting spells.
So you must download your plans from the cloud.
Distractions are needed if you go into a crowd with intent to aim at the crowd pleaser.
Trailers on the movie set, are where they keep the sleepers. There is enough on that to turn this chapter into a teaser.
See that’s a distraction, where’d your mind go, you didn’t see me stab Ceasar.
They say it was a back stab, not a ‘black stab,’ that means a republican just has a seizure.
Ooh Democracy you asked for and democracy you got.
Demo is for demolition, the rest is for you ‘cracy’ lot.
But I ask to all the people in which year did Rome fall?
Search past, church and steeple, through the history, soon you’ll be appalled.
Taught are you of Rome taught are you of Egypt.
The Pharaohs have a home, and so do all the Ceasars.
Did you see the procession or do you plead the fifth.
Well I know at least one cultural event you didn’t miss.
You saw it in your 6th sense, you saw it on the sixth.
Do you still believe that old wives tale, of only 2 amongst the sith.
What is a capital, what is a capitol? What is the toll upon your life
that makes you CAP AT ALL.
All roads lead to Rome, what words shall we gift next?
Please tell us please oh father... What is the world chattel?
Why is a status that turns me into cattle?
Hear these words old people, Elders, hear this well.
GEN Z seems to get it, they see how to spell.
They will be the ones, to whom wicked cannot sell.
Already have they took back seconds from your atomic clock.
Beckoning all kids, to sing and share and post upon Tik Tok.

The Locked Pages
These Pages provide the outline for Alliance Members. In this section, many things will be
“Locked” from public view, due solely to the fact that not everyone we meet is trustworthy.
These are open for discussion with those who have Hosted & Sponsored.

[Quotes to Lead With]
Grand-Motherly Kindness
Chapter 17
The highest rulers, people do not know they have them.
The next level, people love them and praise them.
The next level, people fear them.
The next level, people despise them.
If the rulers’ trust is insufficient.
Have no trust in them.
Proceeding calmly, valuing their words.
Task acomplished, matter settled.
The people will all say, “We did it ourselves.”
Chapter 27
Good traveling does not leave tracks.
Good speech does not seek faults.
Good reckoning does not use counters.
Good closure needs no bar and yet cannot be opened.
Good knot needs no rope and yet cannot be untied.
Therefore sages: Often save others and so do not abandon
anyone.
They often save things and so do not abandon anything.
This is called following enlightenment.
Therefore the good person is the teacher of the bad person.
The bad person is the resource of the good person.
Those who do not value their teachers.
And do not love their resources.
Although intelligent, they are greatly confused.
This is called the essential wonder.

Chapter 12
Five colors blind the eye.
Five notes deafen the ear.
Five flavors make the palate go stale.
Too much activity deranges the mind.
Too much wealth causes crime.
The Master acts on what she feels and not what she sees.
She shuns the latter, and prefers to seek the former.

Chapter 49
The Master has no mind of Her own.
She comprehends the mind of the people.
To those who are good He treats as good.
To those who aren’t good She also treats as good.
This is how He attains true goodness.
She trusts people who are trustworthy.
He also trusts people who aren’t trustworthy.
This is how She gains true trust.
The Master’s mind is shut off from the world.
Only for the sake of the people does He muddle His mind.
They look to Her in anticipation.
Yet she treats them all as Her children.

Chapter 22
If you want to become whole,
first let yourself become broken.
If you want to become straight,
first let yourself become twisted.
If you want to become full,
first let yourself become empty.
If you want to become new,
first let yourself become old.
Those whose desires are few gets them,
those whose desires are great go astray.
For this reason the Master embraces the People,
as an example for the world to follow.
Because She isn't self centered,
people can see the light in Her.
Because He does not boast of Himself,
He becomes a shining example.
Because She does not glorify Herself,
She becomes a person of merit.
Because She wants nothing from the world,
the world cannot overcome Him.
When the ancient Masters said,
""If you want to become whole,
then first let yourself be broken,""
they weren't using empty words.
All who do this will be made complete."

Teal is the ribbon colour for stopping abuse.
It first must be looked at within the cycle of profit abuse.
Many of these council members are doing what they can, where they can.
However, without our JESTER. How can they ever hear the words of the common-tongue?
“It wasn’t until the kings and queens in Spain (long ago), began visiting the actual coal mines.
That is when they realized that their discussions and meetings, were being warmed
by the labour of children some times as young as 9, 13 or 15. children who due to long
hours rarely saw the light of day.”
Often labour is an after-thought, as we have placed it in the commodities column.
While we hope things are not as tragic as this. We do know that human labour is being trafficked
for various reasons. Many are not as odious or insidious as we may first believe.
The issue is more to do with our misinterpretations of Economists such as “Adam Smith.”
Much of it is due to our negligence towards care and our misguided use of pretending.
And most of it is due to an educated inability to have a populous which could present themselves in our courts.
Once the Business Council of Alberta, begins to focus on a People-Basis for our Futures, Trades and Options.
They will look to end the regulating and hidden maintenance of our abuse cycles.
This will happen as it is the only true road to prosperity and when the top councils, feel the rumblings from the bottom.
They will be able to stand upon middle ground.
And they will share the credit with others at the bottom so that together all can cry out:
“Look world, we are independent and we did it ourselves!”

In Siksika, the language of the native Blackfoot people, the stone is called aapoak, meaning “small, crawling stone.”

We will increase the value of our expendable resources, through containment and local velocity!

Form 1

For an individual wearer, the bracelets within various series, act as 'Ice Breakers' and Discussion
holders. These will be utilized for those who do not always have the ability to be heard in ‘conversations,’
so that they can transmute negating energy into Discussions.

Form 2

The cards, which happen to belong to only a few of the bracelets, are actually station plans for various
small business and organizations. For instance Viraf’s Sojourn, will be found wherever inner (esoteric)
tours and guide training is located. As we will have multiple locations, that bring attention and business
to local owners who are working towards our societal goals.

Form 3
To be Discussed...

Guide For the Strategy
In order to free markets, one must establish TRUE TRUST by committing to instilling vibratory principles in people through dealings
which are both Free and Public. Thus, much of the Wisdom in the strategy, was hidden while being brought together not only
to protect intellectual property (which is no real concern to one who creates). It was to protect YOUR INTERESTS (Owners Operators and Investors).
As we went about discovering not only the HEARTS and MINDS of the people here, but discovering their true CHARACTERS
and the bonds which prevent them from truly shining through their ROLES.

CODENAMES are tied to items which will later provide revenue streams.
They also provide SECURITY while affairs are put in order. They will not stay long, but will be one
part of the layers which bring DEMAND based solely on INTEREST in the Character's which operate these positions.

Creating Navigable Waters (Economic Terms).
The Alberta Liquor Gaming and Cannabis Administrators, Policy Makers and Regulators will be a
key partner in helping us work with the Canada Revenue Agency and other similar institutions.

Even if the people get lost in all the arrows, the Current-SEA still flows to our [river] Bank FIRST
Connect-First, as both a credit union and a financial institution is equipped with the personnel
to begin fostering real SECURITY. OPTIONS and FUTURES will begin to be determined on a people basis, as our ALLIANCE
begins to take territory in MARKETS that are FERTILE with CONFUSION.
People will begin connecting-first through proper ENCOURAGEMENT, FELLOWSHIP and because it will make SENSE/CENTS.

Friendship
Support

Fellowship
Trade

Makes
Sense/Cents
Sponsorship

SEE THE 3 VIBRATORY CENTERS.
See the connections and in-roads.
LIVE AUTHENTICALLY | SHOP LOCALLY | SPREAD GOOD

And all of these will be connected to the OWNERS which hold the POSTS,
while we bring the DEMAND. Only Connect-First can be TRUSTED with
our OPTIONS and PLANS until we have backed them enough to transform
their market of ENEMIES into not ALLIES but CLIENTS of our BANK!

Many Proposals have been sent out.
Many Discussions have been had.
Thus the velocity has already been generated and it is now time to begin building our own
containment. This is the time for local business to Ally with young adults and Artists.
Owners, Operators & Investors. I have cleared the path and the work is now easy for you.
Do not Delay!

Creative Proposal for Painting Companies
(Macro-level)

Hello, I am a local artist who also carries the labels of Marketing Strategist, Trinket Maker, Creator, Musician, Philosopher and so on.
However the label that seems to fit the best is that of the Storyteller.

Why did I style you all with teal?
It happens to be the ribbon colour for being against abuse. However, it is also part of the story for goodness (re)claimed in these lands. The idea
is a small portion of how we can become more inclusive, as civics and psychology are the focus at this time. The reasons for this are
plenty, but one of the main advantages (if we are clever enough to use it) is that technology can do most of the heavy lifting at this point but
has run out of creativity. Thus, it only automates at this point.
I say all that to say this. We MUST put the creativity back into our relationships: personal, private, work,
societal, etc.

Indebted Economics
An old problem, effecting more than
just our lands.

A plea for remedies from our
Federal Government.

Alberta and Palliser’s Triangle. Local is the focus,
but with global/national deals already established
a limited macro-cosmic goal is necessary.

I am writing a good ending for our IRL local societal stories. Which currently is overburdened and is migrating into undue burden.
Afterwards this will likely become unjustly burdened unless we can begin funding local creativity with a Strategic Mindset, to help us all.

As long as you are on the side of these messages.
You are on the side of the people and
what I am doing.
While I am not under these logos, it is only because my work
is addressing this issue from the economic side and there
are many reasons for this; which I will share in a discussion with you.

While canvassing for the past two years, I was able to make inroads at many locations, while garnering the intelligence needed for an overall strategy.

It is Time I Come Out of the Underground
I am an artist. However, I have also been working on a solution and legal remedies related to this cause for a long time.
Officially, it started in 2011 for me, when I first became aware of the complexity. At the time, our economy was veiled in a black market.
That market is now more grey and this means there is great opportunity for our lands: Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, to reach a plateau that
only few civilizations currently realize.
I know this sounds like Hyperbole. It is not. And what it requires is good people standing up. Not to fight, but to restore our economics properly.
I have a great deal of intelligence (information) on how our legal, law and economical systems are integrated into this issue.
And right now I need Realtors, who can make a difference.
Call it a gut instinct... I believe that if one of you takes the time to discuss in person with me, the other three will also wish to.
And within a month’s time, your real estate team will desire to speak with me. Our economy is based on our behaviours. And the numbers are
simply the aftermath. I doubt there are few in this city who comprehend this better than Realtors.
I kid you not, I have ways to ensure that you (and likely a few other truly local agencies) are the go to for this city. However, I do have to manage
expectations as any good agent would. As I could fail at my quest. Please see the following 3 pages, for the first of many endeavours. I did send
them to one of you the other day, but have not outside of a single family member, sent them to another agency yet.
Please do not fear my message.
I am native to here and I love these lands and these people. I do not wish to use my story to pull at your heartstrings as
there are many here who have been through much worse and they tell me their stories, as I have established common trust with many all over Calgary.

WE are here for those born to these lands and those who plan to make their lives a part of these lands.
And for those who are traveling through thank you, for supporting and not
capitalizing on those deemed the most vulnerable among us.

Residency Art Display
Mentioned on the first page, my display is known as the “Art of Discussion (Not Conversation)”
On the following page, I will identify how I will be able to fulfill the tangible expectations which are also required
for other artists. Below, I have placed the precedent for this which has already been achieved in Canada and
also other parts of North America.

While I will not mention them here, due to the “triggers” that can manifest. The only way to work through our fears
and the societal ‘isms, is to discuss them.
In this realm my work experience, my background, my identity and more importantly my character provide me
not only with the confidence but also a bit of a duty to perform this act.
THE GOAL FOR THIS DISPLAY
To engage the public and discuss whatever they wish to discuss. My art will be on display as an ice breaker, but there
is great healing which can happen through discussion. The hope is to create bridges within our various communities, as
it is my belief that most of our divides are much more artificial than real.
WHERE I (As an introvert) GAINED MY CONFIDENCE TO PERFORM THIS ACT
Growing up, I was often placed into uncomfortable situations as creative time,
was not readily available to me. This for reasons I am willing to discuss, but not
put into this document.
At a very young age, I was placed into speaking/leading positions, both
in work and community systems.
My working experience has been largely in various markets, where I was
both in sales and management (with awards and promotions at each place).
This gave me an opportunity to meet and discuss with many people who are local
to here.
In the Future, I will be creating tours to drive attention towards local and
create interest for artists much more skilled and specialized than I. This
is how we will create a circuit, based around Artist and youth security,
which owners, companies and corporations will ensure.

A large part of our economic issues, both in the past and now is that many see the economy as a report. And that is the aftermath, not the actual economy.
Economics is behaviours and thus a large part of the strategy is to upgrade the citizenry so to speak. This can only be accomplished through discussions
which lead to productive training programs, not just for corporations and businesses but people in general. The maps above and the canvassing I have done, indicate
that many business owners (who take offense to this statement of fact) are not actual owners. I do not seek to offend. Yet highlighting the reality of investors,
franchising and other partnerships which can effect, through bending and sometimes breaking the will of an owner; is an opportunity for new styles of training
and will lead to the construction of original avenues for your marketing agency to not only utilize, but build upon.
While there would be great, temporal, benefits for your organization. There is also a larger, moral and creditable story that will lead to revenue streams which
are currently available but not yet utilized. To further these statements:
A large part of the continual recession and depression warnings (which research will show is a continual, if not annual message, which these lands have received
since at least the Gregorian year 2000). Is that we widely offer the nation and the world our natural resources as our commodity trade, but then eat
that money back to, largely the US, through franchise fees and other investments. While it is not wrong of foreign interest to create deals which provide us
with convenience. Due to the lack of compassion, distance creates. We are largely trading our work energy, monetarily, to people (regional managers,
executive boards, etc.) who are both unlikely and unable to spend that money back here. This is a containment problem, which negates the velocity
we seemingly can create at any moment. Thus it is only through the commodization of our labour force, that brings revenue back through these negations.
This cycle, is unfair to our people and these lands, as our foreign deals generally seek to provide the most minimum of wages to our people and
their competitiveness has them triangulating our local owners in a way that, they cannot beat without working together as locals.

CHAPTER 1 - The SUN has been Freed from the ZOO
Laying Plans
The Art of War is of vital importance to the state.
It is a matter of life and death.
A road to either to safety or to ruin.
Hence it is a subject of study, which must not be neglected.
The Art of War then, is governed by 5 constant Factors, which must be considered before entering a conflict

The Moral Law
Accord
Following
Undismayed

Heaven

Earth

The Commander

Method & Discipline

Night/Day
Cold/Heat
Times/Seasons

Distances
Danger & Security
Open Ground& Narrow Passages
Chance

Wisdom
Sincerity
Benevolence
Courage
Strictness

Marshalling (Subdivision)
Graduation (Rank)
Maintenance (Supplies)
Control (Expenditure)

These 5 Criteria should be familiar to every general. They who know them will be victorious. They who know them not will fail.

Current Characters
a HERO

our JESTER

the philosopher

Current Inventory (Associated Inventories for Each)
Beacon
(For Traveling at
custom speed)

Original Trinkets
(bracelets & such)

The Liquid Swords
(Art & Wisdom)

G- Wands
(5)

Spell & Play Books

Calgary Keys
(3)

Viraf’s Sojourn & Dante’s Map

The Theory of Everything

The All-Sparking Epicene

The Hermit’s Lite

Greater Alliance Characters

Druids

Fairy-Folk

SPELL-CASTERS

Ancestor Guides

The Samurai

Lemurians

The Shaolin

WITNESSES

Dia-Gon-Als

ISLANDERS

Primordial Creole

Cowpeople
(prev. cowboys)

Grounders

Zulus

WATCHERS

Beat-Keepers

WISE ELDERS

ENERGETIC YAs

The Grey Nuns

BASE-DWELLERS

Panthers

Potential Alliance Characters
OWNERS

STAFF

SPELL-CASTERS & BINDERS

RING-LEADERS

AUNT MAYS

DAZZLERS

LONG-SHOTS

POWER-MEN

SHE-HULKS

SAND-PEOPLE

DARE DEVILS

CLOAKS

CLEANERS

ROBOTS

ADULT-KIDS

SCHEMERS

ARTISTS

OPERATORS

WIZARDS

MENTORS

MOBBERS

WOLVES

VAMPIRES

FROZENS

DE-MENTORS

PUSHERS

RULERS

EMPORERS

INVESTORS

DIVESTORS

ALCHEMISTS

HEALERS

HURTERS

MORE TO COME

Year One Goal - THE FOUNDATION

PERSON COUNCIL

Alberta Treasury (BRANCHES)

People Council

artists

PROFESSIONALS

generalists

SPECIALISTS

trades

Support Networks

YAs

creators

FREE-FOLK

OWNERS

HEALTH

UTILIZERS

angels

Common Veritas

FUNDERS

Clothing

Personal
Space

Honest Progression
Shelter

The DREAM
Families & Friends

Food

Authentic
Conservation

Security

Both Sides

STORY

C Major

C

D

E

F

G

A

B

C

Interval (Perfect/Major)
Number of Whole Steps

P1st
0

M2nd
1

M3rd
2

P4th
2.5

P5th
3.5

M6th
4.5

M7th
5.5

P8th
6

©¨

©

©¨

©¨

©¨

©

When you Choose to Accept.
You will begin to see the world Anew.
Your new sense, will make you adept.
And again you’ll see the World Nouveau.
Nothing orginal Under the Sun.
This is not the first time the earth evolved something new.
Under the Sea, the work is being done.
All the coins are indebted so nothing to lose.
The Journey is jobs, mixed with a lot of fun.
But as Always Indigo Child, it is for you to Choose
The Call Was Made Months Ago.
You heard it in the Winds.
The Primes Have Found Me. The Council is Forming. My Quarks are Bonded and My Warlock comes by way of ATOMS!

     
    
   
    
        
 
 
        
 

